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PREFACE

this cartobibliography has been prepared to serve as a

reference and research guide and to provide a convenient means of

locating and identifying nineteenth century printed maps of utah

old maps are useful historical documents however they are often

hard to find time and abuse having taken their toll and when

found they are sometimes difficult to identify

this cartobibliography will deal with printed maps of

utah published before 1900 the year 1900 was set as the cut-

off date to avoid many massproducedmass mapsproduced to somewhat coincide

with the creation of the state of utah and to close the decade

which saw utah adequately surveyed A major question which had

to be considered was where to set the limit on maps which show

utah as well as adjoining areas territories or states no hard

and fast rule could be devised though date and scale were factors

the older the map the more leeway was allowed to show utah in its
geographical setting also the older the map a smaller minimum

scale was allowed varying from about 17000000 for early maps

to about 13000000 for newer maps

in compiling this cartobibliography all available published

lists were consulted and references to them given in each entry

part of this project parallels mappingppingaping the transmississippitransmississippiwestTrans westmississippi

the five volume tour de force of carl I1 wheat the map citations

vi
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in the introduction refer to these volumes however wheats

work is limited to regional maps and ceases comprehensive coverage

about 1869

all known collections of early utah maps were sought out

and visited the following collections were surveyed personally

and all relevant maps and atlases examined 1 brigham young

university lee library provo 2 the church of jesus christ of

latterdaylatter saintsday historical departmentDepart saltmentr lake city 3 the

genealogical society of utah salt lake city 4 provo public

library provo 5 salt lake city public library salt lake

city 6 snow college library ephraim 7 southern utah state

college library cedar city 8 university of utah marriott

library salt lake city 9 utah state archivesArchanch saltivest lake city

10 utah state historical society salt lake city 11 utah

state university merrill library logan 12 weber county

library ogden and 13 weber state college library ogden other

libraries were queried by mail logan public library brigham

city public library davis county library salt lake county

library tooelethoele public library american fork public library

springvilleSpring publicville library price public library college of

eastern utah library vernal public library moab public library

richfield public libraryLibr cedararyl city public library st george

public library and dixie college library none of these libraries

indicated they had collections of nineteenth century printed maps

of utah

vii



maps appearing in atlases and selected books have been

included and an effort made to identify the source of those used

unfortunately it is the practice of many antiquarian book and map

dealers to dismember old atlases and sell the plates individually

for a much greater profit this often makes establishing the maps

provenance difficult especially if the publisher engraverengra cop-

yright

verrverp

date page number or title is missing

dating maps of certain commercial atlas publishers can be

a problem often a map is reprinted for years with no revision and

perhaps only a different page number to indicate a different

impression also revisions may be made but not indicated in the

copyright information after about 1850 several united states

atlas publishers began publishing atlases which depict utah

separately or in conjunction with adjoining territories and states

the atlases which supply most of the commercially printed maps of

utah in the second half of the nineteenth century include the

following

1 A new universal atlas by samuel augustus mitchell 17

editions between 1846 and 1864

2 atlas of the world by joseph hutchins colton four

editions between 1854 and 1878

3 coltonscollonsCol generaltons atlas by joseph hutchins colton 22

editions between 1857 and 1888

4 johnsons new illustrated steel plate family atlas by

alvin jewett johnson 21 editions between 1860 and 1886

5 mitchells new general atlas by samuel augustus mitchell

viii
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I1 ints

31 editions between 1860 and 1893

6 asher & adams new commercial topographical and

statistical atlas and gazeteergazetteerGaze ofteer the united states 16 editions

between 1872 and 1875

7 atlas of the united states by ormando willis gray 11

editions between 1873 and 1879

8 the national atlas by ormando willis gray 30 editions

between 1875 and 1889

9 rand mcnallysmcnallyyMcNall commercialys atlas and marketing guide 9

published annually since 1876

10 gaylord watson published five atlases under various

titles between 1877 and 1885

11 the rand mcnalley & coecocow s indexed atlas of the world 17

editions between 1881 and 1899

12 crams unrivaled family atlas of the world by george

franklinFX cramanklin 14 editions between 1882 and 1891

13 bradleys atlas of the world for commercial and library

reference by william M bradley 14 editions between 1885 and 1896

14 crams unrivaled atlas of the world by george franklin

cramcramp 15 editions between 1887 and 1899

the entries in the cartobibliography are arranged chron-

ologically by date of publication or occasionally by date of

american library association resources and technical
service division the national union catalog pre1956pre imprints1956
london mansel 1968

IX

li

1american

ix



information if it differs significantly from the printed copyright

date the title is given as it appears on the face of the map the

size of the map is given in centimeters from inside the neat lines

vertical first then horizontal distinguishing features peculiari-

ties inaccuracies and general description is given to help

identify the map the provenance of the map and its citations in

other lists are given including atlas and book titles congressional

report numbers serial set numbers and superintendent of documents

call numbers sources of the citations can be found in the biblio-

graphy last is given the collections in utah which hold a copy of

the map either in original form or permanent photographic repro-

duction location symbols used are as follows

BL university of california bancroft library berkeley

BYU brigham young university lee library provo

LDSH the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

historical department libraryLibra saltryf lake city

GSL genealogical society of utah library salt lake city

LC library of congress geography and map division

washington

SLP salt lake city public library special collections

salt lake city

SUSsuszsust southern utah state college library special

collections cedar city

UU university of utah marriott library western

americana salt lake city

UHS utah state historical society salt lake city

x



USUUSD utah state university merrill library special

collectionsCollection logan

WCL weber county librarylibraryy special collections ogden

XI
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CHAPTER I1

introduction

the spanish explorations

although the first map of utah from actual observation

was not made until 1777 cartographers had been conjecturing about

the geography of the interior of western north america with some

degree of accuracy since the first penetrations in the 1530s and

1540s information from these expeditions led cartographers to

believe that the region now encompassing utah was mountainous with

a large river flowing out of the north and emptying into the gulf

of california this river now known as the colorado was called

tontonteanch or tototeac by fray marcos de niza and began appearing

on maps as early as 1546 this concept of the interior of western

north america is illustrated by the 1566 map of bolognino zaitierizaltieribaltieriZaiZal

wheat

tieri
12

in 1583 antonia de espejo visited the rio grande pueblos of

new mexico and the hopi villages of arizona there he heard of a

large lake to the north which began appearing on maps as early as

richard hakluyts new world map of 1587 wheat 21 nothing new

was learned of western north america in the seventeenth century and

perceptions of it regressed with the notion that california was an

island such eminent cartographers as henry briggs jan jansson

1



and nicolas sanson portray espejos mythical lake as being drained

by the rio grande de norte into the gulf of california

baron louis de lahontan visited the mississippi valley at

the end of the seventeenth century and there heard of a large salt
lake to the west which he reported in 1703 A trained engineer

francisco alvarez y barreiro toured the spanish northern frontier

from 1724 to 1728 with don pedro de rivera on his map of 1728

wheat 115 the R colorado and R azul are tributaries of the

rio de xilaaila the mythical lake to the north is drained by the

R azul which flows south to the east of the R colorado but

more interesting is his note printed on the map west of the lake that

the area is believed to have been the homeland of los indies

mexicanosmejicanosMexicanos this fanciful belief was noted on subsequent maps down

to fremontsfreroonts time including the maps of miera and humboldt the

1768 map of jose antonia de alzate y ramirez wheat 149 includes the

note regarding the indians destined for mexico on the eastern

side of the lake he calls the lake laguna de teguayoTeguayo does not

show any outlet for it and wisely disclaims knowledge of the course

of any rivers of that region

after the settlement of california commenced it became

important for the spanish to establish a land route from santa fe

to monterey to this end fray francisco atanasio dominguez fray

silvestre velez de escalante and a party of ten left santa fe for

monterey on july 29 1776 the dominguezescalantedominguez expeditionescalante was a

failure in that it did not succeed in reaching monterey howeverHowehove

the

verrvers

expedition is much better known for being the first europeans

2



3

of record to venture into what is today known as utah with the

party was an experienced cartographer and military engineer captain

bernardo de miera y pacheco on returning to santa fe on january

2 1977 miera drew a map to accompany escalantes diario derroteroDerr

wheat

otero

173 174 176 177 178 179 originally only in manuscript

form it has since been printed and must be considered the genesis

of utah cartography although miera spent the better part of five

months traveling in utah his map still sired several misconceptions

about the geography of the region which were to haunt mapmakersmap formakers

sixty to eighty years mieras rio de S buenaventura green

river flows into laguna miera sevier lake rather than into

the rio zaguaganas colorado river he also showed a large

unnamed river flowing west out of the larger northern lobe of

laguna de los timpanogosTimpano the great salt lake and utah lake

combined and connected by a narrow strait the map was hand copied

several times with few minor geographical changes but with signi-

ficant changes in illustrative materials by which each is

distinguished

no new or better information about utah appeared on maps until

the 1830s when information supplied by jedediah strong smith became

available to a few cartographers even the discoveries of the

dominguezescalantedominguez expeditionescalante might not have been known outside of

spanish circles had not alexander von humboldt had access to a miera

map or a map based on his information although it is not certain

that humboldt used a copy of the miera map in constructing his map of

new spain in 1804 wheat 272 he did have access to the miguel

costansccostansCostancostanso map of 1779 wheat 182 the manuel mascardMascar maprf of 1782

21

173f

gos
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4

wheat 193 and possibly the lapaz map of 1783 wheat 195 which

all used mieras geography for their utah portions the la paz map

extended the rio de san buenaventura to san francisco bay and is

probably based on information received from father francisco garces

after listening to indian tales in the san joaquin valley

mythical rivers continued to drain utah and the great basin

to the pacific coast until fremonts time on dr john hamilton

robinsons map of 1819 wheat 334 the laguna timpanogosTimpano great

salt lake is drained by the river timpanogosTimpano into san francisco

bay while the rio de san buenaventura drains a smaller unnamed

lake to the south laguna de miera or sevier lake to the coast at

mission san antonio also on robinsons map is depicted the

multomahMul rivertomah willamette river as rising in the area of the

raft river range northwest of the great salt lake and flowing to the

columbia at fort vancouver a notion of the lewis and clark

expedition the 1821 map of the french geographer to the king

alexandre emile lapie wheat 342 includes information from the

astoriansastorianoAst whichorians shows a millers river bear river for the first
time on a reasonably accurate course lapies lac timpanogosTimpano is

drained by another riv miller to the pacific coast north of san

francisco and his L teguayoTe sevierguayo lake is drained by an

unnamed river into san francisco bay

henry schenck tanners 1822 map of north america wheat

350 shows ever more fantastic great basin geography lake timpankimpan

ogosagos is drained by two rivers to the pacific the familiar R

timpanogosTimpano flowing into san francisco bay and a new los mongoscongos R

334r gos

gos

gos

gos



flowing into the pacific at point orford tanners salt lake

sevier lake is fed by two river systems from the east and north-

east the R de S buenaventura and the rio salado and is

drained by the R S buenaventura to the pacific at S antonio as

on robinsons map A note on the map cautiously qualifies this

informationormationformation

the information respecting the interior of new california
whence the rivers los mongoscongos timpanogosTimpano &gos S buenaventura
where traced on this map was not of that authentic character
which distinguished nearly all the other materials used in its
construction it is therefore very doubtful whether the
representation afforded by it of the courses and magnitude of
those streams should be relied on as correct 2

the fur trappers

an accurate picture of the geography of utah and the great

basin was dealt a severe blow by the untimely death of jedediah

strong smith in 1831 smith explored utah from 1824 to 1827 as a

fur trapper he crossed the south pass and the green river in 1824

calling it the seedskeederSeedskeeder in 1826 he traversed utah from cache

valley to the mouth of the virgin river and there recognized the

colorado as the seedskeederSeedskeeder this corrected mieras idea that the

green river his rio de san buenaventura drained into sevier lake

his laguna de miera in 1827 smith crossed the great basin from

walker lake to cache valleyvailey then retraced his route southwestward

to the mohave villages later that year traveling up what he

considered the buenaventura sacramento river he determined that it

2
wheat carl irving mapping the transmississippiTrans westmississippi

5 vols in 6 san francisco the institute of historical carto-
graphy 1957631957 28463

5

informationmatlon

tra ers

2wheat transmississ i



6

did not drain the great salt lake back in st louis in 1830 he

hired samuel parkinson to assist him with publishing his journal

and map smith was killed may 27 1831 by comanche indians while

on a trip to santa fe his map and book unpublished the existanceistanceexistenceex

today of any maps he drew is unknown that he did draw some

manuscript maps is evidenced by the detailed cartography credited

to him which fell into the hands of a select few mapmakersmap themakers

fact that his journal and map were not published and disseminated

left most geographers unsure of the interior west until fremonts time

everywhere he touched his pencil west of the continental
divide jedediah made cartographic news at long last he got
the facts straight about the great salt lake showing its
selfcontainedself drainagecontained basin with such features as the bear
river bear lake the weber river and the dependent relations
of utah lake all made clear to the south the sevier river
and lake the beaver river and the virgin river were all
correctly depicted in relation one to the other and to the
general character of the drainage miera in 1776 had seen
most of these physiographic features but had possessed insuf-
ficient background and information to interpret them as a
whole and time and fantasy had wrought wonders with the facts
that escalante brought back from his entradaintrada into the great
basin 3

other trappers and traders were in utah during these years

mauricio arze and lagos garcia traveled from santa fe in 1813

peter skene ogden jim bridger and etienne provost trapped in

northern utah in 1824261824 james26 ohio pattie claimed to have

traveled from the grand canyon to the south pass in 1826 richard

campbell antonio armijo and william wolfskill claimed to have

traveled the spanish trail from santa fe to los angeles in 1827

ibid 2134

wolfskill



1829 and 1830 respectively unfortunately none of these people

with the exception of ogden left any maps

another french geographer to the king adrien hubert brue

was the first to use information derived from smiths explorations

on his maps of mexico published in 1833 and 1834 wheat 401 and 404

they are based on a smith letterietter not a map and are very incomplete

peter skene ogden who had met smith in the far west supplied

information to aaron arrowsmith for his mapmae of british north

america in 1834 wheat 403 albert gallatins little known map of

the indian tribes of north america wheat 417 in 1836 was the most

accurate yetyeh showing smiths geography and routes without the

hinderance of any mythical preconceptions also in 1836 H S

tanner used smith information to correct the fantastic geography he

displayed on his 1822 map of north america another fur trappertrap

warren

perrpergpeng

angus ferris drew a map in 1836 wheat 416 which in its
amateurish fashion depicts the relationship of utahs hydrographic

features withvith even more accuracy unfortunately this manuscript

map was unavailable to the cartographers of the time and only came

to light in 1940

smiths explorations are cartographically culminated in

david H burrs 1839 map of the united states wheat 441 dale L

morgan and carl I1 wheat believed burrs accuracy is based on the

fact that he had access to a map smith drew for general william H

ashley a former employer of smiths As a united states congress-

man from missouri from 1831 to 1837 ashley came in contact

7

t

1839map
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4williamawilliam
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4with burr who was then geographer to the house of representatives

burrs involvement with utah is significant after publishing his

atlas of new york in 1829 which is important to mormon church

history he became in 1832 topographer to the post office department

and geographer to the house of representatives in 1855 burr

received his last position that of united states surveyorgeneralsurveyor

of

general

utah territory retiring in 1858 as an invalid

in 1953 wheat found a copy of fremonts 1845 map on which

george gibbs had drawn smiths routes and geography while in oregon

in 1851 wheat 398 gibbs wrote in his journal that smiths map

which he had apparently drawn while at fort vancouver in 1827 had

been purchased in oregon by the joint commission of army and navy

officers and probably taken to washington DC

about this time a new cartographical myth began that was to

plague map makers for over thirty years beginning with tanner in

1836 bonneville in 1837 and burr in 1839 a lost river and lost

lake later known as ashley or preuss lake began appearing south

or southwest of sevier lake also known as ashleysashlessAsh lakeleys or nicollettcollettnickollettNi

lake dale morgan believed this came from smith and fremont

connecting the beaver river lost river with little salt lake lost

lake by 1848 lost lakelakerlakes or preuss lake had migrated farther west

4
william H goetzmanGoetz armymant exploration in the american west

180318631803 new1863 haven yale university press 1959 p 51

heat 2129

5
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to the nevada border until george M wheeler found during his expedi-

tions of 186918731869 that1873 instead of the two lakes only one sevier

lake existed

the military explorations

the corps of topographical engineers of the war department

was formed in 1838 one of its main assignments was the mapping of

the little known western parts of the country the first western

expedition of the topographical engineers was carried out in the

years 1842 1843 and 1844 by john charles fremont this was to be

the first organized scientific mapping effort in the far west

notwithstanding the efforts of earlier united states representatives

such as B L E bonneville in 1837 washington hood in 1838 and

charles wilkes in 1841

fremont and his cartographer charles preuss approached the

great salt lake from the east in 1843 mapped the bear river to its
mouth and the north shore of the great salt lake down to the weber

river before going on to oregon on their way back from oregon and

california in 1844 they passed through las vegas and vegas de

santa clara mountain meadows then followed the present 1151

from

15

cedar city to spanish fork before passing out of the state

through the uintah basin fremont and preuss accurately mapped their

route through utah showing only those features which they actually

saw and leaving the rest blank with one exception they somehow

showed the great salt lake and utah lake as one body of water with a

narrow strait existing where the jordan river should have been

this representation of the great salt lake and utah lake reflects

9
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mieras geography yet fremont had personally surveyed much of the

northern and western shores of the great salt lake and had viewed

utah lake from the south end of utah valley what jedediah smith

had determined eighteen years earlier fremont verified and publi-

cized

the map depicting all these travels radically and
permanently altered western cartography there would appear
a few throwbacks of course but with thousands of copies of
fremonts authoritative report and map in print no carto
grapher could find reasonable excuse for not fairly representing
the main features of the west 6

though fremont indicates in his memoirs that he was unaware

of smiths explorations wheat further eulogizes him

fremont is the great authority for the great basin and
appears as the explorer par excellence of this region it
was long before any of the commercial cartographers discovered
anything else to copy 8

it is obvious that maps accurately displaying the main

features of utahs geography were available when brigham young

traveled west with the first company of mormon pioneers in 1847

young and his associates had with them fremonts map of 1845 which

willard richards regularly annotated to show the companys progress

and observations along the trail they also had samuel augustus

mitchells 1846 edition of A new map of texas oregon and

california which follows fremonts geography and of which brigham

young had ordered a half dozen copies from joseph A strattonastratton in

abidsbid 2199

john charles fremont memoirs of my life chicago
bedford clarke & co 1887 p 432

sheat 3150

7

6
ibidr
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st louis while fremont was again out adventuring in california

charles preuss stayed in the east and published a detailed strip
map in 1846 of the oregon trail in seven sheets a copy of which

was sent to brigham young at winter quarters by thomas L kane

the discovery of gold sparked intense new interest in the

west many new maps appeared the better ones used fremont as

their authority for the utah portions in 1848 fremont and preuss

came out with a new edition of their map of the west with much new

information including a correction of the relationship of utah lake

to the great salt lake

another officer of the topographical engineers captain

howard stansbury was assigned to make a topographical examination of

the great salt lake stansbury completed his detailed survey of the

wasatch front and great salt lake during the seasons of 1849 and

1850 but the maps were not published until 1852 his correction of

the shape of the great salt lake did appear on the important 1850

map of the west by the topographical engineers during this time the

term wasatch mountains which fremont had limited to below the

sevier river in 1844 had migrated north to spanish fork in 1848 and

was finally extended north to the bear river by stansbury in 1852

by 1850 utah was taking a prominent and recognizable place

on the maps and atlases of commercial publishers especially those

of joseph hutchins colton and samuel augustus mitchell utah

county boundaries began appearing on maps in 1853 when john dis-

turnell showed eleven counties covering a utah territory stretching

from lake tahoe to the continental divide



12

the need to improve communications between the east and west

coasts provided the impetus for the government in 1853 to fund a

series of surveys to locate the most practicable route for a railroad

from the mississippi valley to the pacific coast along different
degrees of latitude four of the five routes proposed were explored

in detail it was explored by lt edward griffin beckwith in 1854

and captain john williams gunnison in 1855 when captain gunnison

and his topographer richard H kern were killed by indians near the

site of delta beckwith and his topographer F W egloffsteinEgl

salvaged

offstein

his notes and completed the maps these surveys added

much new detail to the country approximating the route of the present

1701 from70 colorado to the sevier valley this information was

incorporated on major william hemsley emorys 1857 general map of the

gadsden purchase boundary survey and on lt gouveneur kemble

warrens monumental map of the west in 1857

when the united states forces under colonel albert sidney

johnston arrived in utah captain james hervey simpson was assigned

to map out existing and possible wagon roads throughout the ter-

ritory his maps show in detail the transportation network of utah

in 1859 captain simpson explored many routes and added much detail

and many place names across the deserts of western utah and nevada

unfortunately the civil war delayed publication of some of his maps

until 1876

in 1859 when captain john N macomb was assigned to explore

the area from santa fe to the junction of the grand and green

rivers southeastern utah was basically a blank on the map with only
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the supposed courses of the colorado river and some of its real and

imaginary tributaries shown besides detailing new territory along

the routerouter the map to illustrate the report was drawn using a new

technique devised by baron F W von egloffsteinEgl thisoffstein map and

another map to illustrate the explorations of lt joseph C ives

were drawn on steel plates relief is shown by hill shading instead

of by hachureschuresmachuresha it is to imitate a plaster model according to

egloffsteinEgl actuallyoffstein the shading effect was achieved by drawing

extremely fineruledfine linesruled on the steel plates again because of

the civil war this map was not published until 1875

the sum total of the geographical knowledge of utah at the

outset of the civil war is revealed on the bureau of topographical

engineers map of the territory and military department of utah

though dated 1860 it includes information from explorations in 1861

during the civil war the military suspended mapping activities in

utah although the surveyor generals office was very active in

mapping other western states and territoriesandterritories during this time it
made no map of utah from 1856 to 1866

printed maps of the decade 186118701861 were1870 basically the

domain of commercial publishers like samuel augustus mitchell and

joseph hutchins colton who also supplied maps for alvin jewett

johnson the first major regional map publisher appeared in 18631861

when

1

hubert howe bancroft of san francisco began publishing large

and detailed wall maps by william H knight though new editions of

some of these maps were issued faithfully once and even twice a year

new information was often slow in appearing an example of this lag

faithfaitho ully



tihentinen taltai railroad and the arrival of bernard arnold martin froiseth

utahs most famous cartographer B A M froiseth as his name

appears on all his maps came to salt lake city from washington DC

in 1869 he published his first map in 1870 or rather three small

maps on one sheet two dated 1870 and one dated 1869 wheat 1222

on this map appears brigham youngs portrait and his signed statement

correct brigham young

14

is the tardy depiction of the many changes in utahs state and county

boundaries between 1861 and 1868 later in this decade the

transcontinental railroad was constructed and new editions of the

popular maps faithfully show the latest construction progress

ironically the railroad did not follow any of the routes laboriously

surveyed in the 1850s

the year 1869 heralds both the completion of the transcon-

tinental

the next year froiseth issued a large

new mining mapmarmae of utah showing only the north central part of

the territory from the tinticgintic district to logan that same year he

published the first edition of his monumental froiseths new

sectional & mineral mapmaiemale of utah a second edition which added

much new information especially from the J W powell surveys in

southeastern utah was printed in 1875 this second edition was

reprinted in 1878 and 1879

the great surveys

edward freyholdfreeholdFrey whohold had helped lt G K warren on his

landmark map of 1857 drafted a major revision of that map in 1868

wheat 1185 which depicted the geographical knowledge of that year

large blank spaces still covered many portions of utah this was the

su

tinental
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situation on the eve of what has become known as the great western

surveys these were four separate surveys headed by clarence

king george montegue wheeler ferdinand vandiveer hayden and

john wesley powell these four government surveys attempted among

other things to fill in those blank spaces on the warrenfreyhold

map

the first of the great surveys was clarence kings united

states geological explorations of the fortieth parallel kings

survey paralleled the transcontinental railroad and he spent the

seasons of 1868 and 1869 in utah of the five maps published in

both topographic and geologic editions in the 1876 geological and

topographic atlas two deal with utah

the united states geographical surveys west of the one

hundredth meridian of george montegue wheeler undertook the most

extensive and detailed mapping of utah whereas the other surveys

were interested in natural resources lt wheeler was more

interested in mapping the topography for military purposes in

1869 wheeler was assigned to make a thorough reconnaissance of

eastern nevada between the white pine district and the colorado

river one of the blanks on the warrenfreyhold map on december 4

1871 he proposed mapping the entire region west of the one hun-

dredth meridian at the scale of eight miles to one inch which was

later changed to four miles to an inch of the ninetyfiveninety

quadrangles

five

proposed mapping was completed in twentyseventwenty byseven

1879 when the survey was terminated the completed sheets were

brought together in one folio volume in 1889 eight of these sheets
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are in utah and appear in several different editions showing relief

either by hachureschuresmachuresha or by hill shading and with overprints showing

geology or land use figure 1 among other things wheeler

determined that the apocryphal preuss lake and sevier lake were one

and the same As part of this survey grove karl gilbert mapped

the shoreline of prehistoric lake bonneville

the united states geological and geographical survey of

the territories led by ferdinand vandiveer hayden was organized in

1869 and is best known for its explorations and surveying in

colorado and the yellowstone region though a few maps do include

some utah territory

john wesley powell began his united states geographical and

geological survey of the rocky mountain region in 1869 by descending

the green and colorado rivers no official maps of his river trips

were publishpublished though some information from his 1871 expedition was

used in later maps of the uintah mountains the high plateausPlate andaust

the grand canon district his report on the lands of the arid

region includes a large and important map of utah detailing

potential land usage powells final and cartographically most

impressive project was the topographic and geologic atlas of the

district or the high plateaus of utah to accompany the report of

captain C E dutton these maps exhibit great detail in south and

central utah powells surveying is also used in duttons atlas to

accompany the monograph on the tertiary history of the grand canoncarioncalioncalyon

district

reg on 0

edt
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all these surveys were combined in 1879 to form the united

states geological survey many of their projects and maps were left
unfinished though their publications kept appearing until 1889 A

final map associated with this year is edward freyholdsfreyholdfreeholdFrey secondholdsholdhoid

revision

Is

in 1879 of lt G K warrens great map of 1857 with all
the blank spaces of the 1868 revision filled in with information

from the four surveys of the 1870s

commercial and other federal mapping 187919001879

during

1900

the 1870s18701s several new commercial atlas and map

publishers appeared including the firms of asher & adams ormando

willis gray and frank gray gaylord watson and randrandt mcnally & co

samuel augustus mitchellMitchel joseph hutchins colton alvin jewett

johnson and hubert howe bancroft continued to publish new editions

of their maps and atlaseslasesat beginning in 1876 the united states

general land office began publishing large maps of the states and

territories where public lands were sold which have become well known

editions of their utah map appeared in 1876 1879 1884 1889

1893 1902 1908 1915 1926 1936 and 1943 these general land

office maps formed the basis for many commercial maps A popular

cartographic form of the 1870s was the birdseyebirds vieweye a per-

spective drawing from an oblique angle at an altitude of 2000 or

3000 feet brigham citycihy corrine logan ogden provo and salt

lake city were mapped in this manner

the united states geological survey assumed the major

responsibility for mapping in the united states when it was organized

in 1879 continuing with material supplied by the four great surveys

spective

lt
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of the west it began issuing topographical maps of utah covering

one degree of latitude and longitude at the scale of 1250000

seventeen out of a possible twentythreetwenty mapsthree covering utah at this

scale were issued between 1884 and 1896 with some slight subsequent

revisions figure 2

because of the work of federal surveys all of utah west of

the colorado river had been mapped reasonably well by 1880 the

last large blank on the map of utah the area between the abajo

mountains and navajo mountain in southeastern utah was filled in

by 1890

maps of these federal surveys were constructed by triangula-

tion and plane table surveys the art of transmitting terrain to a

sheet of paper accurately was a tremendous challenge first the

topographers established a network of triangles from an established

base line to prominent mountain peaks such as from mount nebo to

wheeler peak to establish the exact positions of major features

next a network of secondary triangulation of points about six or

eight miles apart was fixed with these points mathematically

determined the topographers would sketch from the mountain tops the

drainage system and terrain they saw before them

during the 1880s the publishing houses of george franklin

cram and william H bradley began printing popular maps of utah

while the venerable firms of samuel augustus mitchell alvin jewett

johnson and joseph hutchins colton left the map publishing business

the most important utah map of the 1880s is joseph 0 wests

new sectional & topographic map of utah published by authority of

f

ofutah



united states geological survey

figure 2
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the territorial assembly in 1885 much like froiseths maps it
is the most detailed map of the decade

in 1867 the D A sanborn national insurance diagram

bureau began making very large scale usually fifty feet to an inch

maps of american cities and towns to determine for fire insurance

underwriters the potential fire hazards these maps color coded

individual buildings by type of construction and gave very detailed

information on other features relevant to fire hazards such as fire
walls chimneys windows doors partitions and fire hydrants

of the seventytwoseventy utahtwo communities known to have been mapped by the

sanborn company twentytwotwenty hadtwo been surveyed before 1900 the

earliest ones known brigham city corrine ogden and salt lake

city were mapped in 1884 the earlier editions of these maps often

included only the commercial and industrial districts but by 1890

usually included residential neighborhoods as well

by 1890 the major features of the utah landscape had been

mapped the commercial cartographic houses led by rand mcnally

continued to chronicle the advance of civilization across the face

of utah the last decade of the century saw a mushrooming of

thematic maps or topical mapping there were maps of real estate

and land developments maps of mining claims forest reserves water

resourceresources soil surveys and postal routes

in 1896 utah finally became a state of the union the new

state legislature commissioned B A M froiseth to make a larger

and more detailed edition of his monumental map of utah published

in 1898 it was a huge 65 by 49 inches at the scale of 1380160

st



or six miles to an inch it accurately shows utah at the close of

the nineteenth century as a rugged though settled land well

connected by roads and railroads it is a far different scene than

that depicted by alexander von humboldt at the beginning of the

century

22
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nairnall por su mag heco en sn phe el

real de chiguagua aamATOago de 1778

72 x 84 cm colored ca 11200000

the rio de S buenaventura green river flows into the

lacuna miera sevier lake utah lake and the great salt lake

laguna de los timpanogosTimpano are one body of water with a narrow

strait separating the two lakes with an outlet to the west indicated

each days camping places are noted this issue is wheats type C

CHAPTER II11

1777 1849

1 1778

pianoplano geographicogeographics de la tierra descubierta nuebamente a

los rumbos norte noroestenordesteNor yoeste oest del nuebonuevo mexico demarcadadem porarcada

mi don bernardo de miera pacheco que entrentrcentacenar a4 hacerf su descubrimiento

en compakiacomp deabiaaKiaabla los RRs PPs fr francisco atanasio domings y fr

silbestre veles segunbegun consta en el diario y derroteroDerr queotero se hizo

y se remitioremetio a S M por mano de su virrel con otro pianoplano a la

letra el que dedica al sr dn theadoro de la crois del insigne

orden teutonica comandante general en gefedefe de linea y provinciasprovincialProvin

de

cias

esta america septentrionalSeptentrio

another issue found is pianoplano geografico de los descudesau

brimientos hechosvechos porpon sr bernardobernando miera y pacheco y los RRs PPs

23
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160igo jusquau3usquiau paralleleparalleledpar deallele 38 latitude nord

dressedress4edressie sur les observations astronomiques et sur 1ensemblel1ensemble des

materiauxmateri quiaux existoient a mexico au commencement de lannee1anneecannee

1804 par alexandre de humboldt L aubert pere scripsscripsitscrip it dessin

i mexico par lauteur1auteurlautourlaut eneur 1804.1804 perfectionnperfectionn4perfectionsperfect parionnlonn ie mmem par M M

friesen oltmans et Thuithullierlier 1809 grare par barriere et 1ecriture
par L aubert pere 9 paris

69 x 100 cm

24

fr francisco atanasio domingues y fr silvestreSilvos velestrette S felipe

rt de chiguaguachigua2ua ano de 1778 A facsimile of the original in

the western american collection of the beinecke rare book and

manuscript library yale university new haven connecticut repro-

duced by the meriden gravure company 1970 this issue is a wheat

type A

miera maps of the dominauezdominquez escalante expedition are grouped

by carl I1 wheat as follows by the type of ornamentation rather than

content which is similar

type A is undecorated arldandarid dedicated to the viceroy

type B is decorated with a tree and serpent and dedicated

to the caballero croix

type C is decorated by bearded indians and a papal chariot

wheat 173 174 176 177 178 179 lowery 593

BYU UU UHS

2 1804

carte generalegenerate du royaumerayaume de la nouvelle espagnedespagne depuis

ie paralleleparalleledpar deallele 16

1731 176y

UUF

380

a emeo

0

sit
ame
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utah information is from miera this is the best known

source for utah geography until the 1830s published in atlas
geographiquegeographigue et physiquephysigphysic du royauroeloyaumeRoy deauroe la nouvelle espagneesp4gnedespagne

paris 1811

phillips 2682 wheat 272

LC

3 1827

partie du mexiquemeliqueMex amaram6rique sep N 47

43 x 55 cm ca 11500000
shows the area from 36 to 42 north and from 110 to 116

west utah information is from miera including lac de timpanogosTimpano

great

gos

salt lake sierra de timpanogosTimpano uintahgos mountains and

rio de sn buenaventura green river flowing WSW into teguayo

lac sale sevier lake the route of the dominguezescalantedominguez

expedition

escalante

shown includes note supposing northern utah to be the

ancestral homeland of the aztecsazteca

credited by tejas galleries 1531515 to315 vandermaalenvandermaaten

brussels 1827

wheat 378 phillips 749

BYU

4 1834

nouvelle carte du mexiquemelique et dune partie des provinces

unies de lamerique centrale dedie a 1acadamielacadamielAc royaleadamieadamle des sciences

de 1institutelinstitute de france par A H bru geographegeographyGeo dugraphe roi de la

commission centrale de la society de geographicGeog deraphie paris membre

honoairehon deoaire celle de londres & a paris 1834 chez me ve brue

e

0 420 0 0
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rue des macons sorbonne no 11 et chez les principauxprinci marchandspaux

de cartes geographiques oeuvre posthumeposthumespos

93

thume

x 63 cm

this map and his 1833 map of north america wheat 401

phillips p888 are the first printed maps to incorporate jedediah

smiths explorations indicating a basin with no outlet to the sea

the 1833 map shows places mentioned by smithsmithlsmithf this 1834 map also

shows smiths trail many notes in french

wheat 404

LC

5 1837

A map of the sources of the colorado and big salt lake

platteplattelpiatteplatter yellowstoneyellow musclestone shell missouri and salmon and snake

rivers branches of the columbia river engrcengr by S stiles new

york

39 x 42 cm

the great salt lake called lake bonneville bear river

and webers river are named bear lake is lit snake lake

information for utah based on the explorations of joseph reddefordRed

walker

deford

in 1833

published in the rocky mountains from the journal of

captain B L E bonneville by washington irving philadelphia

carey lea & blanchard 1837

wheat 423

LC
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6 1837

map of the territory west of the rocky mountains engrcengr

by S stiles
41 x 43 cm

lake bonneville great salt lake is oval with four

islands A small eutaw lakerlakeylakel not on the other bonneville mapmapy is

a few miles to the east and drains into lake bonneville ashleys

lake and a lost river and an unnamed lake are 70 and 210 miles south

respectively of lake bonneville

published in the rocky mountains from the journals

of captain B L E bonneville by washington irving philadel

phial careycaney lea & blanchardblanchardybianchardBlanbian 1837chardy

wheat 424

UHS BYU

7 1838

map of the united states territory of oregon west of the

rocky mountains exhibiting the various trading posts or forts

occupied by the british hudson bay company connected with the

western and northwestern fur trade compiled in the bureau of

topographical engineersengineersyEngine fromersy the latest authorities under the

direction of col J J abert by wash hood 1838 M H

stansbury dele

48 x 53 cm

youtabouta or great salt lake or lake bonneville is rectangular

with no islands bear river is called white mud R hodd tried

to revive the myth of the buenaventura R draining the interior

rockymountains

0
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another issue has W J stone sc washnwasan A note on the

northern boundary of the US in the lower left
published in senate bill 206 25th congress 2nd session and

in house document 101 and senate document 470 25th congress 2nd

session serial 318 and 325

wheat 433

GSL SLP LC UU

8 1839

map of the united states of north america with parts of the

adjacent countries by david H burr late topographer to the

post office geographer to the house of representatives of the US

entered 1839 by david H burr

92 x 125 cm

the outline of the great salt lake is much improved over

bonneville and hood including five islands utawataw lake is moved a

small distance south to a position five miles southeast of the great

salt lake ashleysashlessAsh lakeleys sevier lake and lost river bear

river and lost lake are to the south virgin river is called

adams river burr shows the great basin according to jedidiah

smiths geography and marks his routes

wheat 441

LC UU BYU UHS

9 1841

map of the oregon territory by the U S ex ex charles

wilkes esqresar commander 1841 J H young & sherman & smith NY

GSLI SLPI LCI

LCI BYUI
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59 x 87 cm

wilkes shows only the northern third of utah and includes

information from fremonts 1842 expedition utah lake is part of

boutayouta lake great salt lake and is separated by a narrow strait
weber river is new R bear lake is little lake

printed in narrative of the united states exploring

expedition during the years 1838 1839 1840 1841 1842

philadelphia lea & blanchardblanchardybianchardBlanbian 1845chardy

wheat 457

GSL LDSH UU LC

10 1841

map of upper california by the US ex ex and best

authorities 1841

22 x 29 cm

utah west of the colorado range wasatch range is

labeled great sandy plain the colorado river flowslows south from the

wind river range closely paralleling the colorado range three

unnamed lakes are south of youtabouta lake in utah

published in the narrative of the united states exploring

expedition duringduning the years 1838 1839 184018401 184118411 1842

philadelphia lea & blanchardblanchardybianchardBlanbian 1845chardy

wheat 458

LC

11 1844

carte de la cate de iameriquelamerique sur iocanlocanbocan pacifique

septentrional comprenantprenantcom iele territoireTerri detoire ioregonmoregon les californiesCali fornies

L

r j y

in f f rom

ex oring

expeditionduring

110ce1an
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chalchai ducdue de dalmatiedalmatiaDal presidentmatie

de conseil des ministresministrerminis ettres de mr le ministre des affairs etrangeres

paris 1844 le plan graveif par jacobs lcriturel4criture gravee par

hacqbacq

91 x 57 cm colored 15555555

lac salsalesaisaie youtabouta ou timpanogosTimpano is basically square with a

small unnamed utah lake draining in from the southeast there is a

larger unnamed lake positioned 100 miles SSW of the great salt lake

there are nineteen indian villages named along escalantes route in

southern utah village of sn bernardo is halfway between utah

lake and the great salt lake depot de la compecompiecomple amerneaherne des

fourrursFourr isurs halfway up the eastern shore of the great salt lake

the routes of dominguez escalante spanish trail oregon trail
le cape smith

smdm

chalchai

billacillac

ducdeduade

30

la mer vermeille partie des territoiresTerrito deires la compagnie de la

baie dhudsonthudson et de lamerrique1aroriquelAmiam russeerrique dress4edressedressie par mr duflot de

mofrasmodras attache a la legation de france a mexico pour servirserver a

1intelligencevintelligence de son voyage dexplorationdex publicploration par ordre du

roi sous les auspices de mr le marechal

and other fur traders are marked

published in explorationexplorationder der terretoireterrenoireTerre detoire ioregonloregonrmoregon des

californiesCali etfornies de la mer vermeille executes pendant les annees

1840 1841 et 184218421 par M duflot de mofrasmodras attache a la legationgationle

de france a mexicoamexicoamerico ouvrageoutrage public par ordre du roirol sous les

auspices de M le marechal soult ducdue de dalmatiedalmatiaDal presidentmatie du

conseil et de M le ministre des affaires etrangersstrangersEt atlasangersrangers

paris arthus bertrand editeurEdit libraireeur de la society de geographicGeog

rue

raphienaphie

haute geuillebeuille no 23 1844

mare

capt

etdelamervermeillet executeependant anne es

et18421

publ ie

dem mare

dem E
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wheat 474 phillipa 1457 phillips p897

BYU BL LC

12 1845

map of an exploring expedition to the rocky mountains in the

year 1842 and to oregon and north california in the years 1843441843

by

44

brevet capt J C fremont of the corps of topographical engineers

under the orders of col J J abertabort chief of the topographical

bureau lith by E weber & co baltimore md

77 x 129 cm 13000000

along the top is a profile of the route from the mouth of

the kansas to the pacific by capt J C fremont in 1843 displays

fremonts routes and the features seen by him A note running

through the empty great basin reads the great basin diameter 11

of latitude 10 of longitude elevation above the sea between 4

and 5000 feet surrounded by lofty mountains contents almost

unknown but believed to be filled with rivers and lakes which have

no communication with the sea deserts and oases which have never

been explored and savage tribes which no traveller has seen or

described see fremonts report pages 2756275 6

published in report of the exploring expedition to the

rocky mountains in the year 1842 and to oregon and north california

inan the years 1843441843 44 washington gales and seaton 1845

28th congressCongre 2nd session senate executive document 174 and house

executive document 166 serial 461 and 467 superintendent of

documents w75f88

wheat 497 phillips p895

BYUI BLI

0

reportofthe exploringexpedition

theyear

i i

andnorth

ssr



and utah lake

is small and unnamed there are two unnamed lakes in southwest

utah west of a possible virgin river an empty great basin is

labeled sand plains containing salt lakes & swamps greenhows

geography is taken from wilkes and fremont

another issue published in the claim of the united states

to oregon london wiley & putnam day & hagbehabbe lithrsliters to the

queen 1846

wheat 512

UU BYU

14 1846

A new map of texas oregon and california with the regions

adjoining compiled from the most recent authorities philadelphia

published by S augustus mitchell N E corner of market and

seventh streetsStree 1846tst entered 1846 by H N burroughs

32

LDSHLDSHI BYU UHS BL UU USU WCL LC

13 1845

map of the eastern and middle portions of north america to

illustrate the history of california oregon and other countries

on the northwest coast of america by robert greenhow compiled

from the best authorities by robert greenhow drawn by george H

ringgold engraved by E F woodward philada

57 x 65 cm ca 18870000

utah salt lake is rectangular with the bear river flowing

north seventy miles then west seventy miles to enter at the north-

east corner sevier lake is called ashleysashlessAsh lakeleys

USUI WCLF
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54 x 50 cm colored 16650000

utah information is based on fremont the oregon trail and

fremonts route shown through utah the texas panhandle extends into

wyoming to 42 N utah is included in upper or new california

which extends below the gila river on a line from puerto perasco to

above tucson then to a point northeast of lago guzman there is a

narrow strip of unclaimed land along the west bank of the rio
grande from el paso to its headwaters between texas and upper or new

california oregon extends north to 54 40 N note in northern

nevada from the great salt lake westward there is a succession of

rivers and lakes which have no outlet to the sea nor any connection

with the columbia river nor with the colorado river of the gulf of

california note in southern nevada the unexplored region enclosed

on the W by the sierra nevada and on the east by the bear R and

wahsatchWah mtssatch has been called the GREAT INTERIOR BASIN OF californiaCALIFOR

its circuit is about 1800 miles some portions of its surface are arid

and sandy and destitute of water and grass while in other quarters

rivers and lakes are known to abound in the lower left is a

mileage chart emigrant route from missouri to oregon with dis-

tances between twentyfourtwenty pointsfour between westport and oregon city

by interval and cumulative this map was used by brigham young on

his trek westward

wheat 520 phillips pl84p184
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15 1847

mapa de los estadosestades unidosanidos de mexico segunbegun lo10 organizadoorgani

y

zado

definidodefinidadefi pornido las varias actosaatos del congreso de dicha republica

y consfcruido pos las mejoresmejares autoridadesautori lo10dades publican J disturnell

102 broadway neuva york 1847

74 x 104 cm colored 14300000

mexico is colored by states alta california extends to 42

N utah geography is based on fremont and his routes are shown also

the spanish trail texas claims all of new mexico east of the rio

grande

phillips p410

LC BYU

16 1847

western territories of the united states drawn & eng

by sherman & smith entered 1847 by D F robinson

27 x 44 cm colored ca 15850000

colored by territories utah information based on fremont

copyright date of 1847 means it is the first map to show a great

salt lake city mormon set utah boundaries are from about 1850

there are fifteen settlements in the sacramentosansacramento franciscosan area

none of them mining camps

UU

17 1848

map of oregon and upper california from the surveys of john

charles fremont and other authorities drawn by charles preuss

construidopos

420



enrent printers 1848 30th cong ist
sess sen miscdisc doc 148 serial 511 superintendent of documents

yi3cl2y13c12

wheat 559 phillips pl84p184

WCL GSL UHS USU UU BYU LC

18 1849

map of california new mexico and adjacent countries showing

the gold regions & c new york published by J disturnell 1849

printed at ackermans rooms 120 fulton st

74 x 104 cm colored 14300000

inset of routes from vera cruz and alvarado to mexico

and two profiles utah geography is based on fremontsemontsfremonteFr 1945 map

mormon ft is on the channel from utah lake to great salt lake

35

under the order of the senate of the united states washington city

1848 lith by E weber & co balto

85 x 67 cm 13000000

treaty lines of 1848 are shown in blue fremontsemontsfremonteFr routes are

indicated fremont corrects the relationship of utah lake and great

salt lake from his 1845 map A mormon fort is shown at the top of

utah lake and mormon settlements indicated in davis and salt lake

counties here the term great basin is first used and is sur

rounded by a solid ring of mountains sevier lake and sevier river

called nicolette lake and nicolette river

published in geographical memoir upon upperU californiaer in

illustration of his mapMARmae of oregonoreson and california by john charles

fremont addressed to the senate of the united states washington

wendell and van Benthuysbenthuysen

GSLI UUF
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there are notes from fremont on the great salt lake and bear river

valley printed southwest of the lake

BYU USU 1859 imprint

19 1849

map of california oregon texas and the territories adjoining

with routes & c published by J H colton no 86 cedar st new

york 1849 ackermans lith 120 fulton st NY entered

1849 by J H colton

48 x 42 cm colored ca 16300000
shows united states west of 95 W utah information is from

fremont including the channel linking utah lake and great salt lake

fremonts routes are marked A mormon fort is located near the

northern end of the utah lake embayment this edition omits fremonts

notes from the 1846 edition utah is part of upper or new cali-

fornia with the southern boundary colored along the gila river

another issue is published in oregon and california in 1848

by J quinn thorntonThornthonn Dtont appleton & co new york 1849

wheat 593

LDSHLDSHI UHS

20 1849

map of the emigrant road from independence mo to st

francisco california by T H jefferson part III111illili
30 x 38 cm

part three of a map in four parts similar to charles preuss

1846 map of the oregon trail in seven parts jeffersons route is

str

950
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over the hastings cutoff south of salt lake the emigrant road

comes down weber canyon no sign of any settlements the jordan

river is called utah river many wells are shown in tooelethoele and

skull valleys

published with accompaniement to the map of the emigrant road

from independence mo to st francisco california new york 1849

phillips p900

LDSHLDSHF UU UHS BYU LC

21 1849

A new map of texas oregon and california with the regions

adjoining compiled from the most recent authorities philadelphia

published by thomas cowperthwait & co market st no 253 1849

entered 1845 by H N burroughs

53 x 49 cm colored 16650000
same basic map as the 1846 edition by mitchell colored

by states and territories ignoring the 1846 boundary lines in the

case of texas new mexico and mexico the california gold region is

colored separately the colored usmexicoUS boundaryMexico follows the

treaty line of 1848 along the gila river while the printed

boundary follows the 1846 edition new mexico is colored to include

only the rio grande drainage above paso del norte trails are

drawn in red salt lake city mormon set is shown on the

shores of great salt lake

bound with seventysixseventy pagesix booklet description of oregon

and california embracing an account of the gold regions to which is

added an appendix containing descriptions of ofvariousvarious kinds of gold

S

EYUF

of0regon

containingdescriptions kindsof



and methods of testingTe itsstifts genuineness with a largelaraelaree andandaccurateaccurate

map of oregon and california compiled from the latest authorities

A different issue of wheat 629

BYU

38

co lied



tuesongueson is shown fifty miles east northeast of tubacaubac

A new universal atlas

CHAPTER 111IIIlii

1850 1859

22 1850

map of the state of california the territories of oregon

& utah and the chief part of new mexico entered 1845 by

H N burroughs

38 x 31 cm colored 16700000

utah geography is from fremonts 1845 map including the

channel between utah lake and great salt lake salt lake city is

the only settlement shown the oregon trail spanish trail and

fremonts routes are shown the great basin is called fremont

basin

philadelphia thomas cowpe-

rthwait 1851 entered 1850 by thomas cowperthwait p 37

phillips 805 under S A mitchell

LDSHLDSHI LC

23 1850

map of the united states and their territories between the

mississippi and the pacific ocean and of part of mexico compiled

in the bureau of the corps of topogltopoll engs under a resolution of

the U S senate from the best authorities which could be obtained

1850 engraved by sherman and smith new york

39

Tueson
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98 x 106 cm 13168000 or 50 miles to 1I inch

utah geography is based on fremont relief is by hachureschuresmachuresha

GSL city is the only settlement in utah A more accurate shape

of the great salt lake indicates information from stansburys

surveys this is a synthesis of all previous US topographical

engineers explorations and maps and is the best and most accurate

to date

phillips p900

LDSH LC

24 1850

A new map of the state of california the territories of

oregon and utah and the chief portion of new mexico entered

1850 by thomas cowperthwait & co

38 x 30 cm colored 16700000

california and new mexico are colored by counties there

are no counties shown in utah shows roads in california shows

fremonts trail the oregon trailtrailltrall and the spanish trail through the

great basin here named fremont basin the shoreline of the great

salt lake is from fremontsemontsfremonteFr 1845 map there are three towns in utah

salt lake city mormon set ogden which is called brownsvilleBrowns ville

and a blooming grove in between

A new universal atlas philadelphia S augustus mitchell

1850 p 37 another issue is entered 1851 by thomas cowpe-

rthwait & co and is page 37 in mitchells new atlas of north and

south america philadelphia thomas cowperthwait & co 1851
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another issue is page 37 of A new universal atlasatias philadelphia

S augustus mitchell 1852

phillips 807 wheat 725 756

UHS BYU LC

25 1850

map of a reconnaissance between fort leavenworth on the

missouri river and the great salt lake in the territory of utah

made in 1849 and 1850 under the orders of col J J abert chief

of the topographical bureau by capt howard stansbury of the corps

of topographical engineers aided by lieut J W gunnison corps of

topographical engineers and albert carrington the adjacent

country laid down from the latest and most authentic data drawn by

lieut gunnison and charles preuss ackerman lith 379 broadway

NY

73 x 173 cm 11000000

utah is shown west to pilot peak and south past nephi

shows roads and trails there is a large great salt lake city but

no other settlements except for an unnamed one on a city creek near

levan

this map accompanies exploration and survey of the valleyvailey

of the great salt lake of utah including a reconnaissance of a

new route through the rocky mountains 32nd congress special

session senate executive document 3 march 1851 serial 608

superintendent of documents 75st2 and an expedition to the valley

of the greatgroat salt lakelako of utah by howard stansbury US engineer

dept philadelphia lippincott & grambo & co 1852

utiver8alatla8

va
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wheat 764 phillips p947

UU BL LC LDSHLDSHI UHS BYU

26 1850

map of the great salt lake and adjacent country in the

territory of utah surveyed in 1849 and 1850 under the orders of

col J J abert chief of the topographical bureau by capt

howard stansbury of the corps of topographical engineers aided by

lieut J W gunnison corps of topographical engineers and albert

carrington drawn by lieut gunnison and charles preuss ackerman

lith 319 broadway NY

110 x 76 cm 1240000

the first detailed map of utah extending from cache valley

to yoabdoab sic valley great topographical detail of the wasatch

front and the great salt lake including soundings in the great salt

lake and utah lake in feet also settlements and roads this is the

first accurate survey of the lake

it accompanies the same documents listed in the previous

entry

wheat 765

SLP BL LDSH UHS BYU LC

27 1851

map of the territory of new mexico compiled by bvtbat 2nd lt
jno G parke USTE assisted by mr richard H kern by order of

bvtbat col jno munroe USA comdg 9thath mil dept drawn by

R H kern santa fe NM 1851 constructed under generalaeneralbeneral orders

BLI LCI

1

fer
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from col J J abert chief corps of topogltopoll engrseners lith of J

& D major 177 broadway NY

62 x 85 cm 12280000

shows southern utah up to 39 N A list of sources is in

the lower right utahs geography is from fremont

phillips p494

LC UU USU BYU

28 1852

A new map of the state of california the territories of

oregon & utah compiled after the best authorities 1852

hildburghausenHildburg publishedhausen by the bibliographic institution E

biedermann sculp

38 x 31 cm ca 16450000

shows the spanish trail oregon trail fremontsemontsfremonteFr routes and

other roads in california inset of san francisco and environs in

the lower left
meyers hand atlas no 44

UU

29 1853

A new map of the state of california the territories of

oregon washington utah & new mexico published by thomas

cowperthwait & co no 253 market st philadelphia entered

1853 by thomas cowperthwait

37 x 29 cm colored 16650000

colored by counties fillmore city is the capitol of utah

territory the town of brownsvilleBrowns isville ten miles west of the town of

390n

LCI
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ogden and tuesongueson sic is fifty miles east northeast of tubacaubac the

great basin is called fremont basin shows roads explorers

routesroutesf and the oregon trail shows gadsden treaty line of 1854

A new universal atlas philadelphia thomas cowpe-

rthwait & co 1853 p 37 another issue entered and published by

charles desilver no 253 market street philadelphia 1850

by thomas cowperthwait & co

phillips 809 wheat 813

LDSHLDSHF UU LC

30 1853

new map of california oregon washington utah and new

mexico compiled from the latest authorities & surveys and engraved

by G schroeter published by J disturnell new york 1853

60 x 67 cm colored

this and the previous mitchell map are the first to show

counties in utah including desert county west of the great salt

lake between weber and tooelethoele counties shows the old spanish

trailtrall oregon trail fremontsemontsfremonteFr routes and nine towns in utah

wheat 778 phillips p947

GSLGSLI LClcplap BLBLI BYU

31 1854

general map showing the countries explored & surveyed by

the united states & mexican boundary commission in the years 1850

51 52 & 53 under the direction of john R bartlett U S

commissioner J H colton & co no 174 william st new york

D mclellan print 26 spruce st

1853
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39 x 49 cm

shows several utah towns plus fremonts 1844451844 route45 the

old spanish trailtrailstrall and the emigrant road

BL

32 1854

map to illustrate capt bonnevilles adventures among the

rocky mountains compiled by J H colton no 86 cedar street
new york geo P putnam 1854

29 x 45 cm ca 16100000
many differences from bonnevilles own map this is a

current cotton map with bonnevilles routes overprinted

UHS

4

33 1855

Californicaliforniaycaliforniacalifornian utahutahystahy lr california and new mexico drawn and

engraved by T ettling day & son lithrsliters to the queen

41 x 31 cm

published in the weekly dispatchDis atlasatlasyatiasatladyeatchRatch london

BL

34 1855

explorations and surveys for a rail road from the mississippi

river to the pacific ocean war department route near the 41st

parallel map no 1 from the valley of the green river to the

great salt lake from explorations and surveys made under the direc-

tion of the hon jefferson davis secretary of war by capt E G

beckwith 3rd artillery F W egloffsteinEgl topographeroffstein for the

ay
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route 1855 selmar sieberts engraving and printing establishment

washington DC

52 x 46 cm scale of 12 miles to 1 inch or 1760320

proposed route splits at henefer one goes down the weber

river the other through kamas and provo canyon to rejoin at black

rock west of salt lake american fork is called lake city

published in reports of explorations and surveys to ascertain

the most practicable and economical route for a railroad from the

mississippi river to the pacific ocean made under the direction of

the secretary of war in 185361853 volume6 XI washington beverly

tucker printer 1855 senate ex doc no 78 33d congress 2nd

session and house ex doc no 91 serial 768 and 801 superin-

tendent of documents w71411

wheat 822

UHS BYU LC

35 1855

explorations and surveys for a rail road route from the

mississippi river to the pacific ocean war department route near

the 41st parallel map no 2 from great salt lake to the humboldt

mountains from explorations and surveys made under the direction of

the hon jefferson davis secretary of war by capt E G beckwith

3dad artillery F W egloffsteinEgl topographeroffstein for the route 1855

selmar sieberts engraving and printing establishment washington DC

53 x 46 cm scale of 12 miles to 1 inch or 1760320

two proposed routes cross the southern edge of the great

salt lake desert and rejoin south of pilot peak

UHSF BYUI

washingtondc
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printed in the same documents as the previous map

wheat 823

UU USU BYU LC

36 1855

explorations and surveys for a rail road route from the

mississippi river to the pacific ocean war department route near

the 38th and 39th parallels map no 4 from the coochetopacoo

pass

che

to

to

the

pa

wahsatchWah mountainssatch from explorations and surveys made

under the direction of the hon jefferson davis secretary of war

by capt J W gunnison topi engrseners assisted by capt E G

beckwith 3dad artillery R H kern topographer in the field
map made under the supervision of capt E G beckwith 3dad artillery
by F W egloffsteinEgl topographeroffstein for the route 1855 engrcengr by

selmar siebert

80 x 59 cm scale of 12 miles to 1 inch or 1760320

captain gunnison and richard kern were killed on this survey

near the site of delta and the map finished by beckwith and

egloffsteinEgl gunnisonsGunnioffstein routesons follows the gunnison and grand rivers

to moab the spanish trail to the green river and west to the

sevier valley and wasatch mountains

published in what is popularly called the pacific railroad

reports vol 11 which is the same set as the three previous maps

appeared in

wheat 846

USU BYU LC

BYUI
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37 1855

skeleton map exhibiting the route explored by capt J W

gunnison USA 38 parallel of latitude 1853 also that of the

41 parallel of latitude explored by lieutenant E G beskwithbeckwithBesk sicwith

3dad arty 1854 drawn by F W egloffsteinEgl lithoffstein of sarony &

co NY

64 x 95 cm

preliminary map showing the routes of gunnison and beckwith

with some topographical detail bordering their routes published in

report of the secretarysecretan of war on the several pacific railroad

explorations washingtonwashingtone A 0 P nicholson printer 1855

33rd congress 1st session house doc 129 serial 739

wheat 842 phillips p903

LC

38 1855

map showing the different routes travelled over by the

detachments of the overland command in the spring of 1855 from salt

lake city to the bay of san francisco ackerman lith 379 broadway

NY senate ex doc no 1 1st sessionSessio 34th congress

56 x 46 cm ca 12000000

routes of col steptoe shown in detail from GS lake

city to los angeles mt meadows and gunnisonsGunni massacresons are

located and there is a US camp near the site of stockton

published in report of captin rufus ingalls of the march of

col steptoe from fort leavenworth to california serial 843

wheat 868

y

ex rations

11

Secretarretan
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39 1855

territories of new mexico and utah published by J H

colton & co no 172 william st new york entered 1855

by J H colton & co

29 x 36 cm colored 14435000

colored by counties fillmore city is the capital shows

fremontsFre routesmontis the spanish trail and route explored for pacific

RR 11 sevier lake is called nicolette lake and is shown to be dry

preuss lake is out on the escalante desert

coltons atlas of the world new york J H colton

baltimoreBalti jamesmorej waters 1856 p 51 entered 1855 by J H

colton

wheat 832 phillips 10269

LDSHLDSHI UU SLP BL BYU LC

40 1855

utah and the overland routes to it from the missouri

river published with route from liverpool to GSL valley by

franklin D richards liverpool 1855

29 x 47 cm 16969600 or 110 miles to 1 inch

utah counties numbered with a list in the lower left the

mormon pioneer trail and fremonts routes are marked

published in route from liverpool to great salt lake valley

edited by james linforth liverpool published by franklin

D richards 36 islingtonlingtonillingtonIs london latterdaylatter saintsday book depot

35 jewincewin street city MDCCCLV reproduced in salt lake city 1858

LDSHI

BLI
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another edition titled route from liverpoollive by frederick piercy

london 1855

SCL UHS BYU

41 1856

western states including californiaCalifor oregonniarnial utah washington

new mexico nebraska kansas indian territory & c drawn & engraved

by J bartholomew printed in colourscolouos by schenk & mcfarlane

56 x 42 cm

blacks atlas of north america edinburgh A & C black

1856 no 18

phillips 1835 phillips p906

LC

42 1856

A new map of the state of california the territories of

oregon washington utah & new mexico published by charles

desilver no 251 market street philadelphia entered 1856

by charles desilver

37 x 29 cm colored ca 16650000

colored by counties shows roads explorers routes and

proposed railroad routes the gadsden purchase is labeled proposed

arizona territory
A new universal atlasatias philadelphia C desilver 1856 p

37

phillips 4336 listed under S augustus mitchell

LDSHLDSHI UUdujuuj LC

SCLI

A nawmaw 170 r d Q



131680013161800 or 5 miles to 1 inch

shows the wasatch front from t14n to t12s and from r7wraw

to r3erae there are many different names on this map santaquinSan istaquin

summit11summit cr

byurbaur

51

43 1856

united states sheet 1 western states

53 x 62 cm colored ca 14250000
A lake ashley is in the escalante desert and a very small

unnamed bear lake north of the utah border

philips11i2s commercial atlas of the world london george

philip & son 1856 sheet 57

LDSHLDSHI BYU

44 1856

map showing the extent of surveys in the territory of utah

1856 examined and approved this 30th sept 1856 sur geni

david H burr of utah P S duval & son lith phila

83 x 39 cm

pleasant grove is battle cr alpine is mountain

ville draper is willow cr brigham city is box elder and north

ogden is ogden hole

published as part of the 34th cong 3rd sess senate ex

doc no 5 serial 844

hargett 784

USU SLP UHS LDSHLDSHI UU BYU LC

45 1856

map of a survey of the indian reservation on spanish fork

cr utah territory showing its connection with the US survey of

phi

SLPI

territoryshowing

11

illes
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the territory by david H burr surveyor reserve established by

agent hurt april 1856

43 x 55 cm 140000

shows the proposed indian reservation extending from spanish

fork creek to west mountain view of the farmhouseFarm indianhouser farm

spanish fork UT is in the upper left corner and a view of a

section of the irrigating canal indian farmfarmr spanish fork UT

is in the upper right corner

BYU

46 1856

california new york D appleton & co 1856

35 x 29 cm ca 13000000

inset of utah and part of new mexico

morsesmorsels general atlas of the world new york D appleton

& co 1856 p 37

phillips 817 listed under charles W morse

BL LC

47 1857

map of the united states and their territories between the

mississippi and the pacific ocean and part of mexico compiled from

surveys made under the order of W H emory major 1st cavalry

US commissioner and from the maps of the pacific railroad

general land office and the coast survey projected and drawn under

the supervision of lt N michlmichlermichi topi engrseners by thomas jeckylljeckellJec

C

kyll

E 1857 8 united states & mexican boundary survey general

BLI

er



washingtonwashingtont cornelius wendell 1857 serial 862

LC

49 1857

map of the territory of the united states from the mississippi

to the pacific ocean ordered by the hon jerrnferrn davis secretary

53

map selmar sieberts engraving and printing establishment

washington DC

52 x 58 cm scale 16000000
great topographic detail in the northern twothirdstwo ofthirds

utah the southern onethirdone onthird each side of fremonts route is

labeled unexplored territory salt lake city is the only settlement

shown

published in report of the united states and mexican boundary

survey washington cornelius wendell 1857 serial 862

phillips p907

BYU LC

48 1857

map illustrating the general geological features of the

country west of the mississippi river compiled from the surveys

of W H emory and from the pacific railroad survey & other sources

by professor james hall assisted by J P lesley esq drawn by

thsohs jeckylljeckellJec lithkyll of sarony major & knapp 499 broadway new

york

50 x 59 cm colored 16000000

geologic features are colored on onemorysemorysmorys base map

published in report of the united shatesstates and mexican

boundary survey

BYUI

unitedstates

onEmonys
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54

of war to accompany the reports of the explorations for a

railroad route made in accordance with the loth and lith sections of

the army appropriation act of march 3rd 1853 compiled from autho-

rized explorations and other reliable data by lieut G K warren

topi engrseners in the office of pacific R R surveysSurvey war dep

under the direction of bvtbat maj W H emory topi engrseners in 1854

and of capt A A humphreys topi engrseners 18545671854 engrcengr5 by6

selmar

7

siebert

109 x 118 cm 13000000

the best and most detailed map of its time topography

by E freyholdfreeholdFrey andhold L W egloffsteinEgl drawnoffstein on the polyconic method

shows roads trails existing and proposed railroads camp floyd

is shown in utah

published in reports of explorations and surveys to

ascertain the most practicable and economical route for a railroad

from the mississippi river to the pacific ocean made under the

direction of the secretary of war in 185361853 volume6 XI

washington beverly tucker printer 1855 33rd cong 2nd sess

senate ex doc no 78 serial 768 and 801 superintendent of

documents w71411

wheat 936 phillips p904

USU LC BYU UU LDSH

50 1857

utah and new mexico

13 x 15 cm colored ca 14750000

BYUF

st



the information dates from 1854 fillmore city is the

capital and it is colored by counties made by the cerographic

wax process

published in the diamond atlas by D G colby new york

S N gastongastony 1857

phillips 1180

UHS BYU UU LC

51 1858

the dispatch atlas california utah lr californiacaliforniayCalifornicalifornian and

new mexico weekly dispatch atlas 139 fleet street day &

sony lithrsliters to the queen drawn & engraved by T ettling ay3y

red lion square holburn supplement to the weekly dispatch of

sunday january 31st 1858

30 x 43 cm colored

shows the mormon route to san bernardino and the spanish

trail
wheat 942

BL

52 1858

sketch exhibiting the routes between fort laramie and the

great salt lake from explorations by J C fremont H stansbury

captscaits corps of topi engrseners E G beckwith lieut 3 art T F

bryan lieut topi engrseners and F W lander chfcaf eng athsth pssass

pacific wagon road war dept office of explorations & surveys

drawn by E freyholdfreeholdFrey jaryhold 1858 lith of ritchie & dunnavant

55

j

son 3

ay
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56

richmond va 2nd edition aarapr 15 1858 with corrections &

additions from map prepared by maj F J porter USA

50 x 80 cm 11000000

shows roads and trails from south of nephi to north of ft
hall and east to ft laramie

first edition is wheat 943 phillips p907

UU UHS LC

53 1858

map of utah territory showing the routes connecting it with

california and the east compiled in the bureau of topogrtopoor engrseners

of the war departmtDepart from the latest and most reliable data 1858

lith of ritchie & dunnavant richmond va

79 x 108 cm 11500000

shows roads and trails in an area bounded by santa fe ft
laramie sacramentoSacra andmentor los angeles list of authorities

including fremont 1848 stansburygunnisonStansbury 184950Gunnison gunnisonbeckwithGunnison

185354

Beckwith

nicolette river and nicolette lake now called sevier

river and sevier lake the only settlements shown are G S lake

city provo and fillmore

wheat 960 hargett 785 phillips p947

GSLgilr LC BYU

54 1858

sketch of the country between south pass & the great salt

lake C B graham lith washington DC sen ex doc no 11

and ho ex doc no 2 1st sess 35th cong

1858

gslr acllcl

mt
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57

44 x 55 cm 11000000

this map shows roads in the area from levan to ft hall

and east to south pass the provo river is called timpanogosTimpano R

provo is ft utah nephi is nephie city there is a small

unnamed bear lake six miles long carl wheat credits this map

originally to howard stansbury in 1850

serial 922

wheat 958

USU UHS BYU LC

55 1858

preliminary map of routes reconnoitredreconnoitrer and opened in the

territory of utah by capt J H simpson corps of topographical

engineers in the fall of 1858 under the orders of bvtbat brigadier

general A S johnston commanding the department of utah lith
of julius bien 60 fulton street NY 35th cong 2nd sess

senate ex doc no 40

76 x 112 cm 1316000 or 5 miles to 1 inch

prominent features include the wagon roads through utah from

fr bridger to pilot peakpeako the mormon fortifications in echo

canyon and emigration canyon and capt beckwiths route in 1854

shows temporary military camps in reynolds pass southern rush

valley tinticgintic valleyvailey and two camps west of unnamed nephi in

youabbouab valley 11 one named camp crossman

serial 984

wheat 998

UU UHS BYU LC

gos



56 1858

california oregon washington utah & new mexico eng

by geo F sherman NY J wells NY

27 x 21 cm ca 19500000
A curious map showing brownsvilleBrowns andville ogden city thirty

miles apart nephi city is in the san pete valley manti city is

near the site of emery fillmore city is in the sevier valley and

parovan sic is twentyfivetwenty milesfive northwest of cedar

published in mcnallysmcnallymcnallyyMcNallmcnail systemys of geography map no 16 on

page 40

UHS BYU

57 1859

map of route of father escalante from santa fe to lake

utah and back by way of oraybepraybe zuffi & acoma 17767 explorations

of capt J H simpson T E U S A in 1859 plate G

22 x 24 cm ca 13750000

shows escalantes route and old spanish trail where it
differs plus simpsonssimpsinsSimp routessons in 1859 the hastings road and the

los angeles to great salt lake road

BYU

58 1859

explorations of capt J H simpsonSimp corpssont of topi engrseners

USA in 1859 across the great basin of utah T sinclair lith

philadelphia

23 x 44 cm ca 13700000

58

s

zun i 1776- 7



uhsruhar BLF

andhanah

59

features simpsons round trip from camp floyd to genoa and

back along the general route of US 50 with the return route often

south of the outward route also escalantes route of 1776 7 and

fremonts routes

wheat 1000

USU UHS BL LC

59 1859

map of wagon routes in utah territory explored & opened by

capt J H simpson topi engrseners USA assisted by lieutsliedts J L

K smith and H S putnam topi engrseners USA and mr henry

engleman in 1858591858 by59 authority of hon john B floyd sec of war

and under instructions from bvtbat brig gen A S johnston USA

comdg dept of utah drawn by J P mechlin explorations of

capt J H simpson T E USA in 1859 facsimile reproduction

by the graphic co 39 and 41 park place NY

67 x 122 cm 11000000

shows roads trails and explorers routes from south pass

to san francisco many place names and elevations shown along

simpsons route and a chart of geographical positions

published in report of explorations across the great basin

of the territoryterritoryof of utah for a direct wagon road from camp floyd

to genoa in carson valleyvailey in 1859 washington G P 00. 1876

35th cong 2nd sess sen ex doc 40 serial 984 superintendent

of documents w75si5
LDSHLDSHI UHSuharuhsr USUUSUF BYU LC SUS

thegreat

carsonvalley

LCI

campfloyd
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CHAPTER IV

1860 1869

60 1860

territory and military department of utah compiled in the

bureau of topographltopography engrseners of the war depart chiefly for military

purposes under the authority of hon J B floyd sec of war 1860

engraved by W H dougal

71 x 104 cm 11500000

roads and explorers routes are shown in an area bounded by

denver santa fe san francisco and los angeles utahs western

boundary is at 116ilg W list of authorities includes an 1861 source

corrections were made up to january 1862 according to carl wheat

wheat 1017 phillips p948

LDSH UU LC UHS BYU

61 1860

map of explorations and surveys in new mexico and utah

made under the direction of the secretary of war by capt J N

macomb topi engrseners assisted by C H dimmock C engrcengr 1860 let-
tering by john L hazard geographical institute baron F W von

egglofsteinEggl noofstein 164 broadway N york 1864 ruling by samuel

sartain

60

1160w

LDSHI



61

72 x 86 cm scale of 12 miles to 1 inch of 1760320

features the four corners region bounded by mantimantilmantl denver

flagstaff and albuquerque relief shown by shading to imitate a

plaster model according to egglofsteinEggl noteofstein in lower right on the

central gold region shows routes of macomb and other explorers

published in report of the exploring expeditionex fromedition santa

fe new mexico to the junction of the grand and green rivers of the

great colorado of the west in 1859 under the command of captain J N

macomb washington G P 0 1876

wheat 983

UU BL BYU LC

62 1860

map of the settlements in the great salt lake country utah

17.5175 x 11.5115 cm colored 11500000
covers an area from 39301 N to 42 N and from 1110iilo W

to 113 15 W colored by counties cache sett is the only

settlement in cache valley this map is an inset in the upper

right of the county map of california

found in several mitchell atlases from 1860 to 1865 variously

paged 31 38 41 42 45 46

BL UHS BYU LC

63 1860

great salt lake city H adlard sc london longman &

co 1860 platted for cap richard F burton by thomas bullock

GSL city utah sept 20 1860

thegrand andgreendGreensandgreenan

BLF BYUF

39030 420 1110151

1130151

BLI BYUF



burtonbunton

62

20 x 25 cm

planimetric map showing lot numbers and major buildings

printed in the city of the saints by richard F burbun ton

london longman green longman and roberts 1861 facing p 240

BYU BL

64 1860

coltonscollonsCol territoriestons of new mexico and utah published by

johnson & browning 172 william st new york entered 1855

by J H colton

28 x 36 cm colored

colored by counties shows routes explored for railroads

new mexico and arizona are divided horizontally the utahnevadautah

border

nevada

is at 114 W down to supposed preuss lake then bows to the

east along an unnamed river across the wasatch mountains and down

the virgin river utah counties and names spread across both utah

and nevada with a small nevada overprinted

coltonscollonsCol generaltons atlas new york johnson and browning 1860

entered 1856 1859 by J H colton page 51

LDSH

65 1861

johnsons california territories of new mexico and utah by

johnson & browning

41 x 62 cm colored 13000000

nevada is superimposed over the estern half of utah

with utah counties still extending to california utahnevadautah bordernevada

is at 113151 W down the west edge of the great salt lake to sevier

BYUF

1140

113015
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aw0w

63

lake then following the course of an unnamed river beaver past

vegas de santa clara over the wasatch mountains and down the S

clara R to the new mexico line utah extends east to the continen-

tal divide the wasatch mountains continue the uintah mountains as

a solid line south and west to the california line south of vegas

fillmore city is the capital the emigrant road hastings road and

the routes of fremont and gunnison are shown new mexico and

arizona are divided horizontally

johnsons new illustrated steel plate family atlas
pages 545554

wheat

55

1027

BYU BL

66 1861

johnsons california territories of new mexico and utah

by johnson & browning

40 x 61 cm colored 130000003000000
colored by counties the utahnevadautah bordernevada is at 116 W

and the utahcoloradoutah bordercolorado at 109 W utah county lines extend

across nevada and western colorado name nebraska droops from

southern wyoming into northeast colorado the nevadacalifornianevada

border

california

follows the sierra nevada watershed south from lake tahoe to

37 N though the counties are drawn and colored along pre 1861 lines

the arizonanewarizona mexiconew line is horizontal though not overprinted in

red the wasatch range extends unbroken from browns hole to a

point southwest of las vegas

johnsons new illustrated steel plate family atlas pages 54554 5

BYUI

1

0

370

4



64

LDSH SLP BYU

67 1861

johnsons california territories of new mexico and utah

by johnson & browning

40 x 61 cm coloredcolo 13000000131000000redsredf

the utahnevadautah bordernevada is at 116ilg W arizona and new

mexico are divided horizontally at 33 30 N shows roads and

explorerexplorers s routes

johnsons new illustrated steel plateelate family atlas
new york johnson and browning 1861 by J H colton & A J

johnson pages 545554

BYU

55

68 1861

map of the great salt lake and adjacent country in the

territory of utah

21 x 29 cm top half 11000000

shows the great salt lake and utah lake east to fort bridger

the only road is from antelope island through GSL cy to

utah valley the only towns named are ogden city GSL cy and

ft utah provo

the great salt lake mormon city and surrounding country

on an enlarged scale

21 x 29 cm bottom half 1120000

shows the area from bountiful to draper with welsh settle

ment and big field featured in the salt lake valley based on

stansburys survey GSL11gsl cy laid out in blocks

1160

33030

cityand
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65

weekly dispatch atlasatias 139 fleet street day & son lithrsliters
to the queen drawn and engraved by edwd weller duke st bloomsbury

page 238

phillips 839

UU BYU LC

69 1863

bancrofts map of the pacific states compiled by wm

H knight published by H H bancroft & co booksellers and

stationersstationeryStation saners francisco cal 1863 entered 1863 by

H H bancroft & co

151 x 128 cm colored 11520640111520640 or 24 miles to 1 inch

there is no idaho and arizona is shown with new mexico

county names proposed route of central pacific railroad is shown

running south of great salt lake the utah of this map is an

achievement showing towns and villages never previously represented

on a published map and with many geographical features like

strawberry valley added wheat 1963 vol 5 p 74.74 A table

of distances is off the coast of northern california an inset of

hawaiian group or sandwich islands is off the coast of oregon and

washington

wheat 1061 phillips p911p9llpall

LC

70 1863

coltonscollonsCol maptons of california nevada utah colorado arizona

and new mexico published by J H colton 172 william st new

york entered 1855 by J H colton no 70

dispatchatlas



66

38 x 62 cm

utahs western boundary is at 115 W counties are current

to 1863 new mexico county names written across arizona shows

proposed route of pacific RR mail route emigrant road and

hastings road idaho is printed across southern wyoming with

ft hall located on the medicine bow river

wheat 1064

UHS

71 1864

johnsons california with utah nevada colorado new

mexico and arizona published by johnson and ward entered

1864 by A J johnson

40 x 57 cm colored 13500000
new mexico counties extend across arizona even though a

vertical border is printed washington is the seat of washington

county and richville is the seat of tooelethoele county shows roads and

overland mail route proposed UPRR follows the route of US 50

in western utah and US 40 in eastern utah proposed CPRR goes

from pilot peak north of the great salt lake to soda springs and the

south pass the colorado river flows west from its junction with the

san juan to a point below harrisville in washington county

johnsons new illustrated steel plateelate family atlas new

yorkyorky johnson & ward 1864 pages 666766

phillips

67

843

BYU LC

1150

BYUF
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68

wheat 1091 phillips p912

BL BYU LC

74 1864

bancrofts map of california nevadanevadar utah and arizona

published by H H bancroft & compy booksellers & stationersStationstationery

san francisco cal 1864 entered 1863 by H H bancroft &

company

87 x 72 cm colored

smaller version of bancroftsBan mapcrofts of the pacific states

1864 wheat 1091 wm H knights name does not appear the

northern edge is at 42 N and the eastern edge is at 110 w there

is no inset of hawaii

wheat 1093

BL

75 1864

coltons map of the states and territories west of the

mississippi river to the pacific ocean showing the overland routes

projected railroad lines & c published by J H colton no 172

william st new york 1864

69 x 99 cm colored 13200000

utahs western boundary is at 115 W counties are current

to 1863 shows pony express route three years after termination

wheat 1099 phillips p913

BYU LC

0
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76 1864

J H coltons map of nevada utah and arizona

27 x 23 cm colored 14435000

colored by counties the utahnevadautah bordernevada is printed in

black at both 116 W and 115 W with a red overprint on the 115

W line both fillmore and G salt lake are marked as capitals

desert county is named but without boundaries san pete county

colored to include eastern beaver county large name salt lake in

wasatch county

coltons condensed octavo atlasatias of the union new york

J H colton 1864 pages 414241

phillips

42

1387

BYU LC

77 1864

coltonsColcoi mapbongstongs of the pacific states california and oregon

with the territories of nevadanevadar utah new mexico colorado &

washington in connection with british columbia & c from the latest

and best information published by J H colton no 172 william st

new york 1864 entered 1862 by J H colton

91 x 68 cm colored 13200000

similar to bancroftsBan mapcrofts of the pacific states of 1864

but with no montana inset of map of the atlantic ocean showing

parts of the eastern and western continents

wheat 1098

BL

coltonlscondensedoctavoatla8 ofthlsuftion

westerncontinents

0.0 0 0
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70

78 1865

J H coltons map of nevada utah and arizona

27 x 23 cm colored 14435000
county lines and names as of 1862 utahs western boundary

is drawn at 39 W of washington but colored at 38 W of washington

deseret county drawn and named between eikoelko and great salt lakelaker but

coloring follows new line between box elder and tooelethoele counties

coltons octavo atlasatias of the world new york 1865 page

51 another copy with the utahnevadautah linenevada at 38 W of washington is

numbered 26

BYU LDSH

79 1865

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by

sic W H gamble philadelphia entered 1865 by S augustus

mitchell jr
26 x 32 cm colored 13000000
no kane plute sevier or rich counties shown shows

hastings road telegraph route roads and mininingsininingmin districtsining in

nevada colored by counties utahs western border is at 115 W

preuss lake is in western beaver county

mitchells new general atlas philadelphia S D mitchell

1866 page 33

phillips 848

UHS SLP BYU LC SUS

390w 380w

380w

1150

slpj

octavoatlas



71

80 1865

utah

27 x 18 cm

no counties are shown but some roads and trails are shown

including a long abandoned spanish trail and new overland mail

route across uintah basin and strawberry valley to springvilleSpring

of

ville

particular note is the defunct pony express trail with all

stations named west to 115 W

published in statestater territorial & ocean guifeleguj0de book of the

pacific by sterling M holdredge chromolith grafton T brown

543 clay st S F 1865 1866

wheat 1123

81 1866

bancrofts map of the rocky mountain states and the pacific

coast compiled by wm H knight published by H H bancroft &

company booksellers & stationersstationeryStation saners francisco cal 1866

entered 1865 by H H bancroft & company

42 x 48 cm

reduced from the 1863 and 1864 editions with less detail

wheat 1132 phillips p914

LC

82 1866

territory and military department of utah compiled in the

bureau of topographical engrseners of the war departtparttdemarttDe chiefly for

military purposes under the authority of the hon J B floyd sec

of war 1860 julius bien & co lith NY

1150
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72

42 x 62 cm colored 12500000

authorities list sources up to 1866 shows roads and

explorers routes military posts are shown in blue with fort
bridger the only post in utah

atlas to accompany the official records of the union and

confederate armies 186118651861 washington1865 GPO 1892 plate CXX

phillips 1353

USU UHS LC SUS

83 1866

map of the southern pacific states

28 x 44 cm colored 14752000 or 75 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties richland and kane counties are shown

but not sevier and plute

clarks new school geggraphygeography by charles russell clark

san franciscofranciscor H H bancroft 1866

LDSH

84 1866

map of the territory of utah to accompany the annual

report of the commissioner of the general land office department of

the interior general land office october 2nd 1866 signed

nelson commissioner scale 18 miles to an inch the

major & knapp engraving manufgManu &fg lithographic company 71 broadway

new york

64 x 46 cm colored 11000000

the title is at the bottom shows reservations also gold

iron and lead deposits there is a large gold deposit indicated along

LCI

Gegg raphy
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73

the north bank of the san juan river rich sevier and plute

counties are not shown there is a mountain range running vertically

through the salt flats shows roads explorers routes and township

lines

wheat 1155 hargett 786 phillips 1388

LDSHLDSHI USUUSUF UU BYU LC BL

85 1866

johnsons california also utah nevada colorado new

mexico and arizona published by A J johnson new york

entered 1864 by A J johnson

40 x 57 cm colored 13500000

shows 1866 details such as the utahnevadautah bordernevada at 114 W

but no rich county union pacific RR shown along the old mail

route east of salt lake city

johnsonsjohnsonis new illustrated family atlas of the world new

york A J johnson 1866 pages 66 67

phillips 4346

BYU LC

86 1867

national map of the territory of the united states from the

mississippi river to the pacific ocean made by the authority of

the hon 0 H browning secretary of the interior in the office of

the indian bureau chiefly for government purposes under the direction

of the hon N G taylor commisrcommierComm ofisr indian affairs & hon chas

E mix chief clerk of the indian bureau compiled from authorized

officeof



beufbyuf

74

explorations of pacific rail road routes public surveys 9 and other

reliable data from the departments of the government at washington

DC by W J keeler civil engineer 1867 N dubois draughtsman

J L gedney lithographer engraver & plate printer washington DC

121 x 145 cm colored 122809602280960ls or 36 miles to 1 inch

shows indian reservations railroads completed and in pro-

gress and some township lines gold silver copper quicksilver

iron and coal deposits color coded copyrighted by keeler yet

printed by the G P 0

wheat 1170 phillips p916

BYU LC

87 1867

map of the settlements in the great salt lake country utah

17.5175 x 11.5115 cm colored 11500000

colored by counties covers area from 39 30 N to 42 N

and from ill111iliiii 15015 W to 113 15 W printed as an inset in the upper

right of county map of california many new settlements shown in

cache valley

mitchells new general atlas philadelphia S augustus

mitchell found in editions copyrighted 1860 1866 1867 and paged

52 or 56

BYU LC

88 1867

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by

sic W H gamble philadelphia entered 1867 by S augustus

mitchell jr

pr intedanted

0301 420

015

175



75

26 x 33 cm colored 13000000

central pacific railroad shown completed with a branch

projected to salt lake city kane county shown but not plute

sevier or rich no wyoming indicated yet colored by counties

mitchells new general atlas philadelphia S A mitchell

1868 page 52

wheat 1205 phillips 3563a

another copy showing state and county lines as of 1863 no

railroads completed or projected but showing the overland mail route

and telegraph route and numbered 49

another copy including kane county and showing the central

pacific RR completed to wadsworth nevada and a projected railroad

north of the great salt lake then down to the top of promontory

point and across bear river bay to ogden and eastward

BYU UHS LC BL

89 1867

map showing the route of the central pacific railroad from

san francisco to the mississippi river published by G W and C B

colton & co 172 william st new york 1867 entered 1867

by G W and C B colton & co

44 x 101 cm

shows utah county boundaries as of 1863 and state lines as

of 1866 shows route of central pacific RR around north end of

great salt lake meeting the union pacific RR at the mouth of echo

canyon

wheat 1166

LCI
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90 1867

bancrofts map of the pacific states compiled by wm

henry knight published by H H bancroft & co booksellers and

stationersstationeryStation saners francisco cal 1867 entered 1867 by H H

bancroft & co

153 x 125 cm colored

shows existing railroads none in utah and existing wagon

roads drainage system for southeast utah surprisingly accurate

A large preuss lake still depicted south of sevier lake and fed by

the lower beaver river wyoming still part of dakota tables of

distances from san francisco and facts and statistics located

off the coast no inset of hawaii

phillips p915

BL LC

91 1868

head quarters corps of engineers war department territory

of the united states from the mississippi river to the pacific ocean

originally prepared to accompany the reports of the explorations for

a pacific railroad route made in accordance with the loth & lith

sections of the army appropriation act of march 3rd 1853 compiled from

authorized explorations and other reliable data by lieut G K

warren topltopicopl engrseners in the office of the pacific RR surveysSurve warysl

dept under the direction of bvtbat maj W H emory topltopicopl engrseners in

1854 capt A A humphreys topltopicopl engrseners in 1854581854 recompiled58

and redrawn under the direction of the chief of corps of engineers by

edward freyholdfreeholdFrey 186566671865hold 6866 julius67 bien new york

BLF

eng trsirs
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122 x 186 cm

based on G K warrens monumental map of 1857 very detailed

with much updating showinghowing roads and railroads inset of territory

of alaska ceded by russia to the united states 1868 includes a

long list of authorities

wheat 1185 phillips p904 p917

UU LC

92 1868

bancrofts map of california nevada utah and arizona

san francisco H H bancroft & co 1868 entered 1867 by

H H bancroft & company

78 x 102 cm colored 11520640 or 24 miles to 1 inch

taken off the plate for bancroftsBan mapcrofts of the pacific states

wheat 1178

BL

93 1868

bancrofts map of the pacific states compiled by winwm henry

knight published by H H bancroft & co booksellers and stationersstationeryStation

san

ers

francisco calcatcai 1868 entered 1867 by H H bancroft &

company

143 x 115 cm colored 11520640 or 24 miles to 1 inch

lack of change in status of railroad construction or creation

of wyoming territory indicate no updating of the third edition of 1867

wheat 1176

BL
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94 1868

california oregon idaho utah nevada arizona and

washington

28 x 21 cm

name of great salt lake city officially changed to salt lake

city that year and noted no preuss lake or sevier plute and rich

counties shown pacific railroad route shown coming south of great

salt lake the union pacific railroad goes north of great salt

lake to the site of wells nevada

mitchells new reference atlas philadelphia S augustus

mitchellMitchel plate XIX

wheat 1188

BL

95 1869

map showing detailed topography of the country traversed by

the reconnaissance expedition through southern & southeastern nevada

in charge of lieut geo M wheeler US engineers assisted by

lieut D W lockwood corps of engineers USA 1869 P W hamel

chief topographer and draughtsman photolith by the N Y lithglitha
& prtgpetg co 16 & 18 park place reconnaissance maps department of

california military map no 1

94 x 52 cm 1760320 or scale 1 inch to 12 miles

covers area from white pine district to the colorado river

great detail in utah from sevier lake west wheeler discovered that

preuss lake was a myth and not to be confused with sevier lake

wheat 1218

off iciallyscially
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BYU USU BL

96 1869

coltons map of california nevada utah colorado arizona

and new mexico published by G W and C B coltoncotton & co no 172

william st new york entered 1865 by G Wia7 and C B colton &

co

38 x 64 cm colored

similar to the 1863 edition wyoming is named but ft hall

is still shown to be on the medicine bow river shows the pahranagat

mines in nevada but not the white pine district

coltons general atlas pages 808180

wheat

81

1200

BL

97 1869

plat of salt lake city lith by chas shover & co chicago

30 x 41 cm ca 119500

shows section and quarter section lines blocks are numbered

lots drawn in and streets named

published in gazeteergazetteerGaze ofteer utah and salt lake city by edward

L sloan 1869

UU

98 1869

map of utah and colorado prepared by order of lieut geni

W T sherman bvtbat maj geni A A humphreys chief of engineers

compiled under direction of bvtbat col wm E merrill maj engrseners

iab
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st louis 1869 drawn by H dewerthern R P studley & co lith
st louis mo

66 x 114 cm 11200000
printed on linen for use in the field list of authorities

in lower left shows railroads wagon roads trails explorers

routes railroad surveys and military posts

hargett 131

LDSHLDSHI LC

99 1869

map of the union pacific rail road and surveys of 1864 65

66 67 1868 from missouri river to humboldt wells grenville M

dodge chief engineer H lambach del january 1869

53 x 165 cm

below the map is a profile of grades many explorations

off the main line are traced the line is shown completed to

humboldt wells though the actual track ended at echo utah is shown

from nephi to franklin

wheat 1209

WCL LC

66t 67t
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CHAPTER V

1870 1879

100 1870

map of the territory of utah B A M froiseth 1870

am photolithographicphoto colithographic NY osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

25 x 17 cm colored 12900000

counties colored including rio virgin county fort

roubedonRou isbedon located at the confluence of the green and white rivers

shows roads trails explorers routes railroads and proposed

railroads

great salt lake valley B A M froiseth 1869

15 x 10 cm colored 11267200 or 20 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties

plat of salt lake city utah B A M froiseth 1870

15 x 11.5115 cm colored ca 150000

salt lake city colored by wards all three maps on one sheet

38 x 31 cm there is a portrait of brigham young in the lower right

signed correct brigham young

another edition published by the skandinavisk post in new

york 1870

phillips p948

LC BL UHS SLP LDSHLDSHI UU BYU
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101 1870

map of utah to accompany beadles history of the mormonscormonsMor

F

mons

bourguin lith phila

21 x 22 cm 13000000

shows roads and railroads with a branch under construction

from ogden to salt lake city there are no plutepluter sevier or rich

counties

LDSHLDSHF SUS

102 1870

birds eye view of salt lake city utah territory 1870

drawn by augustus koch chicago lithographing co no 150 152 &

154 S clark st chicago 111illiii
46 x 61 cm

oblique aerial view from the southwest over the corner of 8thath

south and ath5th west there is a procession of carriages coming up 1st

east the tabernacle and the temple are shown completed there is a

railroad coming down ath4th west to a terminal between north and south

temple there are eight views of buildings inset in lower corners

fortynineforty pointsnine of interest are numbered and listed

herbert 928

UU UHS BYU LC

103 1870

part of the US engineer departments map of the western

states and territories showing location of mining districts plate I1

35 x 58 cm colored 12900000

150t

154f

UHSF byus
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derived from the 1868 map of edward freyholdfreeholdFrey mininghold districts
are underlined in red none are in utah A publication of clarence

kings fortieth parallel survey

atlasatiasatiat accompanying volume 111IIIliilil on mining industry united

states geological exploration of the fortieth parallel clarence

king geologist in charge plate I1 engraved and printed by julius

bien new york 1876 superintendent of documents lu7101871018LU

wheat 1215 phillips 1279

BYU LC

104 1870

bancrofts map of the pacificpacifjacif states compiled by wm henry

knight published by H H bancroft & co booksellers and stationersstationeryStation

san

ers

francisco cal 1870 joseph laing lith 107 fulton st NY

entered 1867 by H H bancroft & company

141 x 113 cm colored 11520640 or 24 miles to 1 inch

shows completed railroads proposed railroads and military

posts of which there are three in utah a ft crittenden at fairfield

ft gunnison and a ft union north of fillmore there is still a

preuss lake ten miles south of sevier lake connected with it and the

same size there is a table of distances from san francisco printed

off the northern coast of california territory of alaska is inset

off the mouth of the columbia pacific and atlantic railroad map of

the united states is in the lower left
other issues are 156 x 128 cm and 113 x 76 cm

wheat 1210

BYU

BYUF

ic
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105 1870

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by sic
W H gamble philadelphia entered 1870 by S augustus

mitchell jr
26 x 32 cm coloredcolore 13000000

colored by counties green river county has gone to wyoming

kane county is shown but not plutepluter sevier or rich the railroad from

ogden to salt lake city is completed shows roads railroads and

mining districts in nevada

mitchells new general atlas page 52 another copy gives

green river county to utahsutah and the railroad spur to salt lake city is

under construction

UU BYU SUS

106 1870

johnsons california also utah nevada colorado new

mexico and arizona published by A J johnson new york entered

1864 by A J johnson

39 x 56 cm colored 13500000
some information such as railroads is updated to 1869

johnsons new illustrated family atlas new york 1870

pages 798079

phillips

80

858

BYU LC

107 1871

bancrofts map of california nevada utah and arizona

published by A L bancroft & compy booksellers & stationers

dr
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san francisco cal 1871

71 x 80 cm colored 11520640 or 24 miles to 1 inch

southern half of bancroftsBan mapcrofts of the pacific states

1870 reissuedre inissued 1873 1876 phillips pl86p186 and 1878 with little
change except the extent of the railroads

wheat 1219

BL

108 1871

crofutt s new map of salt lake city utah drawn by B A M

froiseth expressly for crofutts trans continental tourists guide

new york engraved by the actinic engraving co

24 x 33 cm

blocks wards and streets named and numbered to 9thath south

twentyfivetwenty pointsfive of interest are numbered and listed

phillips p772

SLP LC

109 1871

map of salt lake city and suburbs published by john L

burnsburnstburnsr salt lake city utah 1871

colored 115840 or 4 miles to 1 inch

colored by wards gives section numbers street names block

numbers and lot numbers with a list of references

phillips p772

LDSHLDSHI BYUbyujbluj LC

crofuttsnewmap

SLPI
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110 1871

new mining map of utah showing the location of the mining

districts over an extent of territory 150 miles from north to

south compiled from US government surveys and other authentic

sources by B A M froiseth aided by H R durkee salt lake city

1871 new york american photo lith co osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

80 x 52 cm 1253440

shows an area from tinticgintic to logan and from echo to the

western shore of great salt lake covers the same area as stansburys

map there are insets of the city of altaraltaaltalalca eureka city city of

stockton and ophir mercur is called silverapolsSilverapols there are

advertisements around the border the railroad has advanced south to

payson shows townships roads railroads villages and mining

districts
wheat 1223 phillips p948

LDSH UU LC SLP UHS BYU

111 1871

froiseths new sectional & mineral map of utah compiled from

the latest US government surveys and other authentic sources

exhibiting the sections fractional sections counties cities

towns settlements mines railroads and other internal improvements

published by B A M froiseth salt lake city utah 1871 A L

bancroft & co lith 721 market st san francisco

134 x 88 cm colored 1506880 or 8 miles to 1 inch

at the bottom are plans of the city of corinne city of st
george provo city salt lake city ogden city logan city and city

LCI UHSF
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of stockton the steamboat route from lake point to corinne is

illustrated with two steamboats the utah southern railroad reaches

south to payson there is a scroll with population figures and

references on the kaiparowitzkasparowitzKaip plateauarowitz the junction of the colorado

and san juan is supposed A large sierra tucanebucane is northeast of

paria and navajo mountain is called sierra panoche mineral resources

are shown by type including coal deposits on provo peak there is a

large fish lake at brighton this is the first map to show a

proposed denver pacific railroad

wheat 1224 phillips p948

UHS BYU BL LC

112 1871

coltons california nevada utah colorado arizona &

new mexico published by G W and C B colton & co no 172

william st new york

40 x 64 cm colored 13000000

information is generally dated 1864 to 1869 there is a

large preuss lake no plute or sevier counties and an important

white pine district in nevada the colorado river canyons are named

according to the powell expeditions

coltons general atlas pages 808180

BYU

81

113 1872

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by sic

W H gamble philadelphia entered 1872 by S augustus mitchell

25 x 32 cm colored 13000000
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A large preuss lake is entirely in nevada colored by

counties including rio virgin county evanston is in summit

county utah southern railroad is completed to payson eastern summit

county above the uintah mountains is marked and colored as a separate

but unnamed county

mitchells new general atlas 9 page 48 another copy is page

52 from an 1875 edition of the atlas
UU UHS BYU SUS

114 1872

asher & adams portions of utah colorado and wyoming

entered 1872 by asher & adams

40 x 57 cm colored 11267200 or 20 miles to 1 inch

northern utah down to monroe is inset 30 x 32 cm on a map

of colorado and southern wyoming colored by counties shows

railroads and townships

asher & adams new commercial topographical and statistical
atlas and gazetteer of the united states pages 107108107

phillips

108

p920

BYU UU LDSH SLP SUS LC

115 1873

asher & adams utah 1873

40 x 50 cm colored 11267200 or 20 miles to 1 inch

utah southern railroad is completed to payson and projected

to iron county and pioche railroad is also projected from sandy

through alta city to heber washington and kane counties are cut off

r F
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nephi is called salt creek some copies have railroads to two

different piochespinches and an inset of south west portion of utah in the

lower right

phillips p948

BYU LC UHS UU

116 1873

froiseths map of little cottonwood mining district and

vicinity salt lake countycountyrcountor utah compiled from the latest united

states surveys and other authentic sources exhibiting the mines

which have been surveyed for US patent and locations of other

mines by B A M froiseth salt lake city 1873 A M photo-

lithographic co NY osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

62 x 81 cm colored 14800 or 400 feet to 1 inch

shows mines tunnels and roads the streets are named

and blocks numbered for alta city and central city includes note

the mines surveyed for patent are correctly represented on the above

map signed C C clement US surveyor general for utah

UU

117 1873

map showing the route of the salt lake sevier valley and

pioche railroad compiled from official surveys of the united states

government and late explorations and surveys by the companys engineers

H carmer hopper del E wells sackett & bro 56 & 58 william st

N Y

61 x 38 cm colored 11000000

LCI uharuhsr
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shows mining districts township lines with railroads

completed to provo and stockton and proposed from stockton to

iron springs and pioche

LDSH

118 1873

utah 1873 0 W gray & son

36 x 29 cm colored 11584000

colored by counties railroads are shown to tooelethoele santaquinSan

alta

taquin

silver lake city in american fork canyon coalvillealvilleCo and

franklin grays idaho montana and wyoming on the verso

atlas of the united states philadelphia stedman brown

& lyon 1873 page 116

phillips p922 phillips 1390

another copy is titled grays atlas utah 1873187311 with railroads

completed to springvilleSpring coalvillealvilleCoville up american fork canyon

bingham franklin and projected to pioche by way of tooelethoele and

deseret and to fillmore from springvilleSpring byville way of nephi

phillips 4526

UU UHS GSL BL LC SUS

119 1873

pacific states california nevada oregon washington

idaho utah arizona and part of montana T ellwood zeilzellzeli

philadelphia engraved & printed in colourbolour by J bartholomew

48 x 29 cm colored 15100000

shows counties towns and railroads including rio virgin

county

GSLI BLI LCI
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A descriptive hand atlasatias of thetho world philadelphia T

ellwood zeilzelizelirzelis 1873

phillips 865

BYU LC

120 1873

green river from the union pacific railroad to the mouth of

the white river 1873 map A department of the interior U S

geological and geographical survey of the territories second

division J W powell geologist in charge A H thompson geo-

grapher H C demotte & F M bishop topographersTopograph W H graves

del

73 x 48 cm colored 1253440253440 or scale 4 miles to 1 inch

covers area from 4003 N to 41401 N and from 10830 W to

109log 52 W relief shown by contours with contour interval 250 feet

one copy colored to show land usage irrigable lands pine lands

cottonwood groves copper and silver region another copy colored to

show geology

atlas accompanyingaccompany theinginq report on the geology ofof a portionortionortlon2 of

the uintah mountains and a region of country adjacent thereto

by J W powell geologist in charge 1876 julius bien lith

superintendent of documents i172ui5il72ui5
wheat 1274 phillips 2590

also published in exploration of the colorado river of the

west and its tributariestributaries4Tributa exploredriesrles in 1869 1870 1871 and 1872

under the direction of the secretary of the smithsonian institution

washington 1875 43rd cong 1stist sess house miscdisc doc 300

handatlas

1

400031 41040 108030

underthe

ers
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serial 1622 with a shortened title green river from the union

pacific railroad to the mouth of the white river 1873 11

wheat 1261 schmeckebier p 394039 phillips40 2590

BYU LC

121 1874

map of the territory of utah entered 1874 by B A M

froiseth am photolithographicphoto colithographic N Y osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

26 x 17 cm colored 12900000

colored by counties including rio virgin county shows

explorers routes

great salt lake valley entered 1874 by B A M

froiseth am photo lithographic co N Y osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

16 x 10 cm colored 11230000

colored by counties shows roads railroads and townships

plat of salt lake city utah entered 1874 by B A M

froiseth am photo lithograhpic co N Y osbornesbornesosborneeOs process

16 x 12 cm colored ca 150000

colored by wards with twelve points of interest numbered and

listed

three maps on sheet 38 x 31 cm with a portrait of brigham

young in the lower right signed correct brigham young

SLP

127 1874

coltons utah & colorado published by G W and C B

colton and co no 172 william st new york
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29 x 36 cm coloredcolocoio 13000000redt

colored by counties eastern kansas is on the verso

railroads are shown completed to payson and franklin and proposed to

pioche and across uintah basin evanston is in utah on the summit and

morgan county line plutepluter kane and rich counties are shown but

not sevier county the south end of bear lake barely reaches the

utah line

coltons general atlas new york G W & C B colton

1874 entered 1863 by J H colton page 82

phillips 3564

LDSHLDSHI UHSUHSI LC

123 1874

map of the pacific states and territories published by

taintor bros & merrill new york

66 x 47 cm colored 13168000 or fifty miles to an inch

railroads are shown completed to payson franklin and up

american fork canyon

the american household and commercial atlas of the world

new york taintor bros & merrill 1874 no XXXVI XXXVIA

phillips 872

BYUbaur LC

124 1874

utah

38 x 30 cm colored 11584000 or 25 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties marysvaleMarys isvale called maysville

railroads are shown projected to the vicinity of black rock by way of

byur
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nernef E E howell geological

assistants

94

nephi and fillmore and to pioche by way of tooelethoele deseret and iron

springs the kaiparowits plateau region is labeled broken alkaline

mountains unexplored

atlas of the united states philadelphia frank gray 1874

page 143 another copy titled grays atlas utah 1873

BYU UHS SUS

125 1874

geographical explorations & surveys west of the looth

meridian central & western utah atlas sheet no 50 expeditions

of 1872 & 1873 under the command of 1stist lieut geo M wheeler corps

of engineers by order of the honorable wm M belknap secretary

of war under the direction of brig gen A A humphreys chief of

engineersEngineer US army weyessweyessrweress herman & aguirre del

38 x 48 cm colored scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880506880
shows from 39 N to 40401 N and from 111liilil W to lo10 W

shows roads trails railroads and telegraph lines with mileage

issued in three hachured one shaded and one geologic

edition listing G K gilbert A R Marvimarvine

described in schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560 and65

wheelers geographical report pages 252255252

BYU

255

UU UHS LC

126 1874

explorations & surveys west of the onehundredthone meridianhundredth

parts of eastern & southeastern nevada & southwestern utah atlas

UHSF

1

390n 40040 113040

sf
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sheet number 58 expeditions of 1869 1871 & 1872 under the command

of 1stist lieut geo M wheeler corps of engineers US army by

order of the honorable kemvimhem M belknapBelkna secretarypr of war under the

direction of brig gen A A humphreys chief of engineers US

army weyessdeyess herman & aguirre del

37 x 49 cm colored scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880506880
shows area from 37 20 N to 39 N and from 113 45 W to

116ilg 30 W shows roads railroads trails and telegraph lines with

mileage

issued in three hachured one shaded and one geologic

edition on a sheet with a portion of no 66

described in wheelers geographical report pages 265267265 and267

schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560

LDSHLDSHI

65

BYU UU LC

127 1874

explorations & surveys west of the onehundredthone meridianhundredth

southeastern utah atlas sheet number 59 expeditions of 1872

& 1873 under the command of lst1stistalst lieut geo M wheeler corps of

engineers US army by order of the honorable wm M belknap

secretary of war under the direction of brig gen A A humphreys

chief of engineers U S army weyssdeyss herman & aguirre del

38 x 40 cm colored scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880

shows from 3720 N to 39 N and from 111lii W to 11345 W

shows roads trails railroads and telegraph lines with mileage

issued in five hachured one shaded and one geologic edition

with G K gilbertgilbertjglibert A R marvine E E howell geological assistants

1

370201 390 113045

116030

370201 390 1110 1130451

lim
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described in wheelers geographical reportre2ortrekort pages 267270267

and

270

schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560

LDSH

65

UU BYU LC

128 1874

explorations & surveys west of the onehundredthone meridianhundredth

parts of eastern & southeasternsouth nevadaeastern & southwesternsouth utahwestern

atlas sheet no 66 expeditions of 1869 1871 & 1872 under the

command of lst1stistalst lieut geo M wheeler corps of engineers U S

army by order of the honorable the secretary of war

under the direction of brig gen A A humphreys chief of engineers

US army weyssweyssrseyss herman & lang del

37 x 50 cm coloredcolore scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880

shows roads trails and telegraph lines with mileage

shows from 35401 N to 3720l370013720137020137021 N and from 111liilil W to 113451 W

issued in one hachured one shaded and one geologic edition

with G K gilbert A R marvine E E howell geological

assistants

described in wheelers Geographicgeographical report pages 283286283

and

286

schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560

LDSH

65

BYU UU LC

129 1874

map of the territory of utah showing the extent and progress

of the public surveys to accompany annual report of the surveyor

general 1874 scale 8 miles to one inch surveyor generals

office salt lake city utah november 25th 1874 signed nathan

kimball survsarv geni B A M froiseth draughtsman

cata

35040 113045

geographicalre

F

dr
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126 x 97 cm 1506880

this is froiseths map with a different title and no city

plans at the bottom mineral resources are included A scroll with

population figures and references is printed in san juan county

hargett 787

BYU LC

130 1875

U S geographical surveys west of the 100th meridian parts

of northern & northwesternnorth arizonawestern & southern utah atlas sheet no

67 expeditions of 1871 1872 & 1873 under the command of 1st lieut
geo M wheeler corps of engineers U S army by order of the

honorable the secretary of war under the direction of brig gen

A A humphreys chief of engineers U S army weyssdeyss herman & lang

del

37 x 50 cm coloredcolore scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880

shows roads trails and telegraph lines with mileage

shows from 35401 N to 3720 N and from 111lillii W to 11345 W

issued in one hachured one shaded and one geologic edition

with G K gilbert A R marvine E E howell geologic assistants

described in wheelers geographical reportre pages 283 286

and schmekebiers catalogue pages 606560

LDSH

65

BYU UU LC

131 1875

froiseths new sectional & mineral map of utah compiled

from the latest U S government surveys and other authentic sources

350401 370201 1110 113045

cata

dr
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exhibiting the sections fractional sections counties cities
towns settlements mining districts railroads and other internal

improvements published by B A M froiseth salt lake city

1875 A L bancroft & co lith S F second edition thoroughly

revised re engraved and brought down to date

134 x 88 cm colored 1506880

along the bottom are insets of city of corinne st george

provo city salt lake city ogden city logan city and city of

stockton A scroll on the kaiparowits plateau has a legend and

population table henry mountains are called dirty devil mountains

there is much more detail and place names along the colorado river

reflecting powells explorations another copy hashad the scroll centered

in san juan county the city of corinne is replaced by brigham city

and the city of stockton is replaced by coalvillealvilleCo

wheat 1254 phillips p948

BYU SLP LC BL

132 1875

johnsons california also utah nevada colorado new

mexico and arizona published by alvin J johnson & son new york

entered 1864 by A J johnson

40 x 57 cm colored 13420000

colored by counties revision to 1875 is indicated by the

inclusion of pinalfinal county arizona

johnsons new illustrated family atlasatias new york A J

johnson

BYU

SLPI LCI

familyatlas
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133 1875

watsons new county and railroad map of the pacific states

published by D needham no 613 mission street san francisco

california 1875 entered 1874 by gaylord watson engraved by

louis E neuman 36 vesey st new york

97 x 67 cm colored 12000000

colored by counties plute and sevier counties are missing

rich county is richland and san pete is pete panguitch is called

panguishpanglish and kanabcanab is called kanash railroads are shown completed

to provo and franklin and projected to beaver and soda springs an

engraving of the state capitol of california at sacramento in the

lower left corner

BYU

134 1875

watsons new county railroad and distance map of wyoming

utah and colorado entered 1875 by gaylord watson

33 x 41 cm colored 12534400 or 40 miles to 1 inch

A large preuss lake is in millard county and utah southern

railroad is shown going as far south as beaver

phillips p948

BYU LC

135 1875

birdseyebirds vieweye of brigham city and great salt lake utah

ty 1875 drawn and published by E S glover salt lake city

strobridge & co lith cincinnati ohio entered 1875 by

E S glover
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41 x 57 cm

oblique aerial view from the mountains northeast of brigham

city thirty points of interest are numbered and listed brigham

city streets are named

hebert 923

UHS LC

136 1875

the city of corinne utah and the bear river valley looking

north strobridge & co lith cincinnati 0

36 x 54 cm

oblique aerial view from the south southeast corinne

streets are named thirtythreethirty pointsthree of interest are numbered and

listed
published with pamphlet corinne and bear river valleyvailey

utah territory by E S glover

UU

137 1875

birds eye view of logan city utah territory 1875

altitude 4600 feet drawn and published by E S glover salt

lake city A L bancroft & co lith S F

37 x 54 cm

oblique aerial view from the west southwest twentysixtwenty

points

six

of interest are numbered and listed insets of mormon

tabernacle in the lower left and zions cooperative mercantile

institution in the lower right

USU UHS UU BYU

V
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138 1875

birds eye view of ogden city utah ty 1875

drawn and published by E S glover salt lake city utah ty

strobridge & co lith cincinnati 0 entered 1874 by E S

glover

35 x 54 cm

oblique aerial view from the southwest thirty five points

of interest are named and listed

hebert 924

UHS LC BYU

139 1875

salt lake city 1875 by E S glover printed by strobridge

& co cincinnati

62 x 83 cm

hebert 929

LC

140 1876

territory of utah compiled from the official records of

the general land office and other sources by C roeser photo lith
& print by julius bien 16 & 18 park place NY

62 x 79 cm colored 1760320 or 12 miles to 1 inch

shows townships standard parallels railroad land grant

limits military and indian reservations railroads are shown co-
mpleted to franklin E T city alta coalvillealvilleCo york and up

american fork canyon detail in uintah and henry mountains reflects

powells explorations

officialrecords
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published in geographical and political atlasatias of the united

states of america in which the public land surveys are now in

operation S S burdettBurdet commissioner washington city 1876

julius bien photolith & print

phillips 1396 hargett 788 phillips p948 p926

WCLWCLI LDSHLDSHI UU LC GSL SLP UHS BYU

141 1876

US geographical surveys west of the onehundredthone meridianhundredth

portions of western utah & eastern nevada restored outline of lake

bonneville geological data by G K gilbert & E E howell

expeditions of 1869 1871 1872 & 1873 under the command of 1st

lieut geo M wheeler corps of engineers US army by order of

the honorable the secretary of war under the direction of brig gen

A A humphreys chief of engineers US army J bien lith
48 x 38 cm colored 11080000

relief shown by hill shading modern bodies of water in dark

blue with lake bonneville in light blue shows from 37 30 N to

42 N and from 111451 W to 115151 W

described in wheelers geographical report ppap 318320318 and320

schmeckebiers catalogueCatal pageoSue 65

phillips 1281 161

BYU UU USU LDSH LC

142 1876

utah rand mcnally and company chicago 1876

30 x 22 cm

poli ticalatla8

030

420 1110451 1150151

geo hicalcical re

r

tr
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shows roads mining districts railroads completed to

stockton bingham canoncason altaaltaraita forrest city york and proposed to

fillmore and st george by two different routes much information from

froiseth

published init rand mcnally & cos business atlas containing

large scale maps of each state and territory of the great mississippi

valley and pacificpacifjacif slopesiope chicago rand mcnally & co 1876 77

phillips 1397 phillips p928

BL BYU SLP UU USU LC

143 1876

coltons wyoming colorado and utah published by G W and

C B colton & co no 172 william st new york 1876

41 x 61 cm colored 120908802090880
colored by counties shows railroads completed and projected

and township lines

phillips p948

LC SLP BYU

144 1876

green river basin

69 x 106 cm colored 1253440 or scale four miles to

one inch

shows area from 4015 N to 41501 N and from 107351 W to

IIOO11004011100 W surveyed in 1868691868 shows69 roads trails railroads and

spot elevations relief shown by hill shading another copy colored

to show geology with two geologic profiles along the bottom another

copy has relief shown by contours contour interval 300 feet

canon

co s

missis

ic

BLI SLPI
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geological and topographicaltopo2ta2hi atlas accompanying the report of

the geological exploration of the fortieth parallel made by

authority of the honorable secretary of war under the direction of

brig and brvtbrat major general A A humphreys chief of engineers

USA by clarence king US geologist in charge 1876 julius

bien lith map II11 superintendent of documents lu7101871018LU

wheat 1270 phillips 1280

BYUBYUF LC

145 1876

utah basin

69 x 106 cm colored 1253440 or scale four miles to

one inch

shows area from 40151 N to 4145 N and from 110451 W

to 113501 W surveyed in 1868691868 shows69 roads trails spot

elevations and railroads to forest city granitevilleGranit provoeville

bingham city and logan relief shown by hill shading on one copy

and by contours on another with the contour interval 300 feet

another copy colored to show geology with two geologic profiles along

the bottom heber city is named on the geologic edition but not

on the topographic edition

geological and topographical atlas by clarence king

1876 map 111IIIlil
wheat 1270 phillips 1280

UHS BYU LC

ical

400151 410451 1100451

113050

topoqt ical
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146 1876

US geographical surveys west of the looth meridian

parts of eastern nevada and western utah atlas sheet no 49

expeditions of 1869 and 1872 under the command of 1stist lieut geo M

wheeler corps of engineers US army by order of the honorable

wm M belknap secretary of war under the direction of brig gen

A A humphreys chief of engineers US army wyess herman & lang

del

37 x 48 cm colored scale 1 inch to 8 miles or 1506880506880
shows from 39 N to 4040 N and from 113451 W to

116ilg 30 W shows roads trails railroadsrailroad and telegraph lines with

mileage

issued in one hachured andone shaded relief edition

described in schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560 and65

wheelers geographical report pages 249252249

LDSH

252

BYU UU LC

147 1877

topographical sketch showing observatory site and surroundings

at ogden utah prepared under the direction of 1stist lieut geo M

wheeler corps of engs US army surveyed by thompson & weyssdeyss

weyssdeyss & lang del the graphic co NY

16 x 22 cm 117750

shows fields lots bhildingsbuildingsbhil anddings streets with names

report upon united states geographical surveys west of the

one hundredth meridian vol II11 astronomy and barometric hypsometry

1

0 0 011 40 401 113 451

116030

cata

j

hundredthmeridian

st



1110ilioillo

106

plate no 2 washington G P 0 1877 superintendent of

documents w85v2
LC UU USU BYU

148 1878

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by

sic W H gamble philadelphia

26 x 32 cm colored 13000000

shows rio virgin county and a large preuss lake now entirely

in nevada juab county is small and there are no towns in the tinticgintic

district
mitchells new general atlasatias philadelphia S augustus

mitchell 1878 page 91

BYU

149 1878

US geographical surveys west of the looth meridian

land classification map of northeasternnorth utaheastern and southeasternsouth idahoeastern

atlas sheet no 41b expeditions of 1877 under the command of 1st

lieut geo M wheeler corps of engineers US army by order of

the honorable the secretary of war under the direction of brig gen

A A humphreys chief of engineers US army weyssdeyss lang and

herman del issued june 30 1878

36 x 47 cm colored scale 1 inch to 4 miles or 1253440

shows area from 41301 N to 4220 N and from 111lillii W to

112 2230 W shows roads trails railroads and telegraph lines

with mileage

LCI

generalatlas

410301 420201

112022130



byusBYUFgslrgilr LDSHLDSHI UU BYU LC

150 1878

froiseths new sectional and mineral map of utah compiled

from the latest US government surveys and other authentic sources

exhibiting the sections fractional sectionsSection countiesCount citieslestiest towns

settlements mining districtsDistrict railroads and other internal improve-

ments published by B A M froiseth salt lake city 1878

second edition thoroughly revised engravedreengravedre and brought down to

date A L bancroft & co SF

ill111iiiliilil x 83 cm colored 1506880 or scale of 8 miles to an

inch

107

issued in one hachure and one land classification edition

described in wheelers geographical report pages 241243241

and

243

schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560

GSL

65

shows roads townships sections indian reservations mining

districts and explorers trails railroads are shown completed to

payson stockton bingham forrest city altaaita franklin and projected

across the uintah basin and to st george by two routes bullion

city is the seat of plute county in san juan county is a scroll with

references and population data

WCL UU UHS BYU

151 1878

rand mcnally & co s utah

31 x 23 cm colored 12000000

toquerville is the seat of kane county bullionvilleBulli isonville the

seat of plute county

AM

WCLI

st

st
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rand mcnally & co s business atlasatias chicago rand

mcnally & co 18781879 page 202

phillips 1402

BYU LC

151 1878

map of utah territory representing the extent of the irrigable

timber and pasture lands compiled and drawn by charles mahon

J H renshaweRen Wshawer H graves and H linderkohllindenkohlLinder forkohl the commissioner

of public lands 1878 department of the interior US geographi-

cal and geological survey of the rocky mountain region J W

powell in charge

89 x 78 cm colored 1633600 or 10 miles to 1 inch

detailed relief except that the area southeast of the

colorado river is blank the legend distinguishes between railroads

wagon roads trails and telegraph lines irrigable lands colored

green standing timber doloredcolored blue areas destitute of timber on

account of fires colored brown

in report on the lands of the arid region of the united

states with a more detailed account of the land of utah with maps by

J W powell washington 1878 45th cong 2nd sess house ex

doc 73 serial 180518051 superintendent of documents i172ar4il72ar4
wheat 1290 phillips p949

LDSHLDSHI UU LC WCL SLP UHS BYU

152 1879

map of the territory of the united states west of the

mississippi river prepared by authority of the hon the secretary

M busin6t8atlasnaljl&

withmaps

LCI WCLI SLPI

1878 1879
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of war in the office of the chief of engineers under the direction of

brig general A A humphreys chief of engineers and brevet maj

gen US army by edward freyholdfreeholdFrey 1879hold

259 x 167 cm

great detail with many roads inset of territory of alaska

update of the warren map of 1857 and the freyholdfreeholdFrey maphold of 1868

wheat 1295

153 1879

progress of the transcontinental triangulation and recon-

naissance eastward from the pacific coast J bien photo lith
NY coast and geodetic survey report 1879 no 30

26 x 94 cm ca 12000000

triangulation points in utah are mt nebo beaver mtnman

gosi ute and pioche nevada all sighted on jeff davis wheeler peak

BYU

154 1879

froiseths new sectional & mineral map of utah compiled from

the latest US government surveys and other authentic sources

exhibiting the sections fractional sections counties cities towns

settlements mining districts railroads and other internal improve

ments published by B A M froiseth salt lake city 1879

A L bancroft & co lith S F second edition thoroughly

revised engravedreengravedre and brought down to date

ill111iii x 83 cm colored scale of 8 miles to 1 inch 1506880

scroll with population figures and legend in san juan

county boundaries and names of san juan emery and uintah counties
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created in 1880 drawn in red over counties drawn and colored

according to 1879 lines does not show silver reef railroads are

shown completed to san francisco sta frisco alta city forrest

city bingham city stockton coalvillealvilleCo and franklin the ten and

twenty mile railroad land grant limits are shown the proposed denver

pacific railroad is shown through the uintah basin and up the white

river the proposed san pete and sevier railroad is shown from

spanish fork to the iron mines by way of thistle panguitch and

parowancarowan with a spur to bullion city the proposed western utah

railroad is shown from the site of milford to st george

another copy dated 1884 in the LDSH shelf list
BYU

155 1879

territory of utah compiled from the official records of

the general land office and other sources by C roeser photo lith
& print by julius bien 16 & 18 park place NY

74 x 56 cm colored 1950400 or 15 miles to 1 inch

shows roads railroads townships military and indian

reservations

phillips p949 phillips 1405

BL LC BYU

156 1879

county map of utah and nevada drawn and engraved by by

sic W H gamble philadelphia entered 1879 by S augustus

mitchell

BLI LCI



illiliiii
26 x 33 cm colored 13000000

similar to the 1872 and 1878 editions colored by counties

including rio virgin county A separately colored county is shown north

of the uintahsUinta but not named the course of the colorado river and

a large preuss lake indicated powells and wheelers data were not

used shows roads and railroads to payson coalvillealvilleCo and franklin

no settlements are shown in the sevier valley south of ft gunnison

and no kanabcanab arizona and new mexico are on the verso

coltons general atlas new york G W & C B colton

1879 page 91

phillips 4351

LDSHLDSHI LC

157 1879

crams railroad & township map of utah published by geo

F cram proprietor of the western map depot 66 lake st chicago

111illlilliiiliiii 1879

49 x 41 cm colored 11203840 or 19 miles to 1 inch

list of towns with population is down the left side

southern boundary of summit county extends along salt lake base line

to colorado rather than along the uintah mountains watershed

phillips p949

BYU LC SLP UHS GSL

158 1879

map of the district of the plateaus of utah triangulation

by A H thompson topographers J H renshawe W H graveshgraveshograves

LCI SLPI

hs

HGraves



blujbyuj LC

159 1879

relief map of the district of the high plateaus of utah

55 x 51 cm colored 1316800 or scale 5 miles

112

96 x 73 cm on two sheets colored 1253440 or scale 1

inch 4 miles

relief is shown by contours with the contour interval 250

feet shows south central utah from 37051 N to 3915 N and from

111151 W to 113201 W another sheet colored to show geology A

publication of powells geographical and geological survey of the

rocky mountain region

topographical and geological atlas of the district of the

high plateaus of utah to accompany the report ofofcaptcapt C E dutton

US ordinance corostcorpsycorpst assistant geologist julius bien lith
new york 1879 atlas sheet no 1 topographic atlas sheet

no 2 geologic superintendent of documents il72utli172utl
phillips 2591 wheat 1297 schmeckebier p42 phillips 2591

UHS BYU

1 inch

relief shown by sepia hill shading made to look like a

plaster model after the egloffsteinEgl methodoffstein

topographical and geological atlas of the district of the

high plateaus of utah by C E dutton atlas sheet no 3

UHS BYU LC

160 1879

map of portions of utah and arizona showing the arrangement

of faults and flexures in the kiababs and high plateaus

72 x 50 cm colored 1633600 or scale 1 inch 10 miles

37005 390151

i11015 113020

ofutah

it
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relief shown by hachureschuresmachuresha with fault lines drawn in shows

south central utah and north central arizona from 3540 N to

39451 N and from lllo1110401110illoallo W to 114051 W

topographic and geologic atlas of the district of the high

plateaus of utah by C E dutton atlas sheet no 4

UHS BYU LC

161 1879

map of utah territory compiled and drawn by charles mahon

J H renshaweRen Wshawer H graves and H lindenkohl

91 x 72 cm colored 1633600

shows roads railroads cities and towns relief shown in

detail except for the area southeast of the colorado river and south of

the la sal mountains

topographictoposra2hic and geologic atlas of the district of the high

plateaus of utah by C E dutton atlas sheet no 8

UHSuhar BYU LC

35040

39045 ni 114005

UHSF

uhsr blujbyuj
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CHAPTER VI

1880 1889

162 1880

US geographical surveys west of the looth meridian parts

of southern idaho & northeastern utah atlas sheet no 41 A exped-

ition of 1877 under the command of 1stist lieut geo M wheeler corps of

engineersEngineer US army by order of the honorable the secretary of war

under the direction of brig gen H G wright chief of engineers US

army weyssdeyss lang & herman del issued june 30 1880

38 x 47 cm colored scale 1 inch to 4 miles or 1253440

shows from 4131 N to 4220 N and from 112223q W to

113451 W surveyed in 1877 shows roads trails railroads and

telegraph lines with mileage

issued in one hachured and one land classification edition

described in wheelers geographical report pages 241243241

and

243

schmeckebiers catalogue pages 606560

WCLWCLF

65

UHS BYU LC

163 1880

rand mcnally & co s utah

31 x 23 cm colored 12000000

114

410311 42020 11202230

1130451

sf
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bullionvilleBulli isonville the seat of plute county and toquerville is

the seat of kane county no uintah san juan or emery counties are

shown railroads are shown to fillmore black rock alta park city

mt pleasantpleasants and up american fork canyon

rand mcnally & cos business atlas chicago rand

mcnally & co 1880 page 174

phillips 1406

BYU LC SUS

164 1880

county and township map of utah and nevada entered

1880 by S augustus mitchell

36 x 55 cm colored 11775000

colored by counties with uintah emery and san juan

counties not shown shows roads township lines and railroads to

juab stockton alta bingham and projected to frisco looks like

the 1879 general land office map

mitchells new general atlas philadelphia bradley & co

page 91

SLP SUS

165 1881

utah rand mcnally & co engrseners chicago

47 x 31 cm colored 11400000

colored by counties county lines current to 1880 shows

roads township lines parallelsparallel and railroads to frisco gooseberry

valley schofield alta bingham and up american fork canyon

CO s

BYUI LCI

st
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rand mcnally & co s indexed atlas of the world chicago

rand mcnally & co 1881 pages 744745744

phillips

745

898

UU BYU LC

166 1881

county and township map of utah and nevada entered 1881

by S augustus mitchell

35 x 55 cm colored 1775000

colored by counties similar to the 1880 edition except

the denver and rio grande western railroad is projected into colorado

nephi is called salt creek

mitchells new general atlas philadelphia bradley & co

1881 page 31

phillips 895

UHS BYU LC

167 1881

new railroad and county map of utah

29 x 22 cm colored 12280960 or scale 36 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties shows towns railroads and township

lines

BYU

168 1881

utah rand mcnally & co s utah

48 x 32 cm colored 11425000114251000

colored by counties

BYUF
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rand mcnally & co s new indexed business atlas and shippersshippershleper
guide chicago rand mcnally & co 1881 pages 326327326

phillips

327

1408

BYU LC

169 1881

county map of utah and colorado copyright by bradley & co

1881

20 x 28 cm colored 14100000

colored by counties railroads shown completed to frisco

wales stockton american fork canyon bingham alta and park city

LDSH

170 1881

geologic map of the western part of the plateau province

united states geological survey the grand canon district atlas

sheet II11 J H renshawe del julius bien & co lith geology

by C E dutton geologist in charge

73 x 45 cm colored 11000000

relief shown by hachureschuresmachuresha and form lines utah is shown north

to salt lake geologic features of the utah plateau region colored

atlas to accompany the monograph on the tertiary history of

the grand canon district 1881 sheet II11 48th cong 2nd sess

house miscdisc doc 35 serial 2321 superintendent of documents

119.9211992

phillips 1471

BYU WCL UU LC SUS

s

BYUF

LCI

Chicagorcagos



1881881

geologic map showing the southwesternsouth portionwestern of the

mesozoic terraces and the vicinity of the hurricane fault united

states geological survey the grand canon district atlas sheet XX

julius bien & co lith geology by C E dutton

46 x 71 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours or form lines shows area from

walfwclf lcrbcr

118

171 1881

sketch map of the western part of the plateau province showing

the faults of the grand canon district and high plateaus scale about

11000000 united states geological survey the grand canoncahoncaroncagon

district atlas sheet 111IIIililii julius bien & co lith NY C E dutton

geologist in charge

73 x 45 cm colored 11000000
same map as sheet II11 above with fault lines drawn in over

the relief
BYU WCL UU LC SUS

172 1

37 N to 38 N and from 113 W to 115 W the hurricane cliff
area is colored to show geology

BYU LC UU WCL SUS

173 1881

geologic map of the mesozoic terraces of the grand canon

district and the southern portions of the high plateaus united

states geological survey the grand canoncasoncagoncaron district atlas sheet XXI

julius bien & co lith geology by C E dutton

370 380 1130 1150

LCI

calon
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46 x 71 cm colored 1250000

shows from 37 N to 38 N and from 113 W to 115 W

relief is shown by form lines or contours colored to show geology

BYU UU WCL LC SUS

174 1882

grays new map of utah by frank A gray

38 x 30 cm colored natural scale 11584000

colored by counties no garfield county is shown railroads

are shown completed to frisco tinticgintic stockton wales american fork

canyon and past alta to park city and echo proposed rio grande

western is on the south side of the colorado river

the national atlas philadelphia 0 W gray & son 1882

page 153

phillips 904

LDSH BYUBYUF LC

175 1882

utah rand mcnally & companys indexed atlas of the world

rand mcnally & co engrseners chicago

48 x 32 cm colored 11425000

colored by counties

rand mcnally & cocoi s indexed atlasatias of the world chicago

rand mcnally 1882 pages 744 745

phillips 908

BYU LC

f rom 370 380 1130 1150

UUF WCLF LCI

sont

indexedatlas
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176 1883

crams railroad & township map of utah published by geo F

cram proprietor of the western map depot 262264262 wabash264 ave

chicago ills 1883 entered 1879 by G F cram

49 x 38 cm coloredcolocoio 11203840redf or scale 19 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties railroads shown going to frisco tinticgintic

and from parleys park over to alta uintah san juan and emery

counties shown but not garfield nephi is called salt creek

pages 184185184 of185 a cram atlas

LDSHLDSHI BYU

177 1883

utah geo F cram engraver and publisher chicago ill111iiiililii
30 x 23 cm colored 13400000

colored by counties uintah county borders on san juan county

crams unrivaled family atlas of the world chicago cram

1883 page 81

BYU

178 1883

rand mcnally & cos utah rand mcnally & co engrseners chicago

47 x 32 cm colored 11400000

colored by counties garfield county is not shown railr-

oads shown to frisco marysvillemarksvilleMarys andville to colorado but not shown up

american fork canyon

BYU
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179 1883

rand mcnally & co s indexed county and township map of

utah chicago rand mcnally & co

phillips p949

LC

180 1883

utah rand mcnally & co engrseners chicago

48 x 32 cm colored 11400000

colored by counties county boundaries as of 1881 shows

roads townships with railraods shown completed to frisco scofield

and into colorado

rand mcnally & co s business atlas chicago rand mcnally

1883 pages 442443442

SLP

443

181 1883

post route map of the territory of utah with parts of adjacent

states US post office dept washington 1883

101 x 72 cm

shows post officesoffi mailcest routes and frequency of delivery

LC

182 1884

county and township map of utah and nevada copyright by

wm M bradley & bro 1884

37 x 57 cm colored



descrideschi ivelve
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colored by counties similar to general land office maps

railroads shown completed to juab moronimoronic stockton binghamBingha and up

american fork canyon and proposed to frisco scofield tinticgintic and

to colorado inset of southern nevada is in the lower left
in adleysbradleysBt atlasatias of the world philadelphia W M bradley

1885 page 56 another copy paged 909190

phillips

91

923

BYU UU UHS LDSHLDSHF LC

183 1884

utah geo F cram engraver and publisher chicago ill111iiilillii
30 x 23 cm colored 12300000

colored by counties uintah county borders san juan county

railroad up american fork canyon is shown

the peoples illustrated & descriptive family atlas of the

world chicago peoples publishing co 1884 page 69

phillips 6220

crams unrivaled family atlas of the world chicago

geo L cram 1883 page 73

BYU LC

184 1884

utah copyright 1884 by rand mcnally & co map publishers

chicago rand mcnally & co engrsenersEng chicagors
47 x 32 cm colored 11425000

colored by counties shows roads railroads and township

lines the information is current

GSL SLP UU UHSGSLF SLPI

mt
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185 1884

territory of utah compiled from the official records of the

general land office and other sources under supervision of GP

strumstrump principal draughtsman GLO photo lith & print by julius bien

& co 139 duane st NY compiled by A F dinsmore drawn by W

naylor & G P strum

66 x 51 cm colored 1950400 or scale 15 miles to 1 inch

shows townships roads railroads military and indian

reservations and land grant limits of the central pacific and union

pacific the southeastern quarter is fairly empty

hargett 789

BYU UHS LDSH LC

186 1884

brigham city box elder co utah mar 1884 sanborn

map companyCompan new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600 or 50 feet to 1 inch

shows from fanning st to box elder st and from N wall

st to tabernacle st plus brigham city woolen mills and brigham

city flouring mill co

UU LC

187 1884

corrine box elder co utah feb 1884 sanborn map

Compacompany new york

2 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

LC

yr

nyl
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188 1884

ogden weber co utah jan 1884 sanborn map company

new york

17 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from wall to spring and from second to seventh

plus phoenix mills grove brewery ogden city brewery ogden flour

mill ogden woolen mills utah vinegar works and the area around the

railroad depot

UUaur LC

189 1884

salt lake city salt lake cocos utah jan 1884 sanborn

map companyCompa new york

17 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from first west to second east and from north temple

to fourth south

UU LC

190 1885

logan cache co utah jan 1885 sanborn map company

new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from fourth to first and from franklin to johnson

plus the united order manufacturing & building co and the area

around the northern utah railroad depot on west and walnut

UU LC

uur

cor

nyl
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191 1885

railroad & township map of utah entered 1879

49 x 38 cm colored 11203840 or scale 19 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties though dated 1879 much information

indicates an 1885 publication garfield county is named but the

western border is not colored bullion city is the seat of plute

county A railroad is shown from parleys park over the mountains to

alta also up american fork canyon and to coloradolorado scofield tinticgintic

and frisco

paged 194195194

BYU

195

192 1885

salt lake city prepared expressly for crofutts salt lake

city directory 1885 platted and drawn by B A M froiseth C E

salt lake city utah hilpert & chandler engravers chicago

entered 1885 by A M crofutt

42 x 55 cm scale 96 rods to 1 inch

shows townships sections wards streets canals and

references to thirtyfourthirty importantfour buildings shows plans for

buildings at ft douglas dr youngs private asylum is in the

lower right corner

BYU LDSH

193 1885

wests new sectional & topographical map of utah containing

all government land & topographical surveys to date sections

fractional sections townships ranges countiesCount citieslestiest towns

co
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mining districts wagon roads railways and numerous other internal

improvements prepared and published under the authority of the

legislative assembly of the territory of utah by joseph A west

C E 1885

69 x 44 cm 11013760 or scale 16 miles to 1 inch

A scroll with information is in san juan county plans are

along the bottom of manti city nephi city provo city salt lake

city ogden city logan city and coalvillealvilleCo shows townships

sections roads railroads and mining districts detailed relief
shown by hachureschuresmachuresha

another issue is 137 x 90 cm 1506880 or 8 miles to 1 inch

another issue is 120 x 182 cm 1380160 or 6 miles to 1 inch

phillips p949

USU LDSH UHS GSL SLP BYU LC

194 1885

utah col ashley sheet US geological survey triangu-

lation and topography by the king and powell surveys edition of

dec 1885

45 x 34 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contourscontour contour interval 250 feet

shows from 40 N to 41 N and from 109log W to 110liollo W ashley is

now vernal surveyed in 1885

USU UHS LDSHLDSHI BYU LC

195 1885

utah beaver sheet US geological survey triangulation and

topography by the powell and wheeler surveys edition of july 1885

UHSF GSLF SLPF BYUF

400 410 1100

UHSF

sf
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1090logo
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uhsruhar LDSHLDSHI BYUBYUI LC

198 1885

utah manti sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the powell survey edition of dec 1885

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

127

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet

shows from 38 N to 39 N and from 112 W to 113 W surveyed in

1885 reprinted in 1899

USU UHS LDSH BYU LC

196 1885

utah east tavaputsTava sheetputs US geological survey

triangulation by the hayden and powell surveys edition of dec 1885

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet

shows from 39 N to 40 N and from 109log W to 110 W surveyed in

1877 reprinted in 1896

USU UHS LDSHLDSHF BYU LC

197 1885

utah la sal sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the hayden and powell surveys edition of dec 1885

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contourcontours contour interval 250 feet shows

from 38 N to 39 N and from 109log W to 110liollo W surveyed in 1877

USU UHS

380 0 1120 0

F

390 0 0

380 0 1100

sp
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relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet shows

from 39 N to 40 N and from 111iliiii W to 112 W surveyed in 1885

reprinted in 1895

USU UHS LDSHLDSHI BYU LC

199 1885

nevadautahnevada piocheutah sheet US geological survey triangula-

tion and topography by the powell and wheeler surveys edition of

dec 1885

45 x 36 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet shows

from 37 N to 38 N and from 114 W to 115 W surveyed in 1884

LDSHLDSHI BYUBYUI LC

200 1885

utah salt lake sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the king and powell surveys edition of oct 1885

45 x 34 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contoursconto contourursourst interval 250 feet shows

from 49 N to 41 N and from 111 W to 112 W surveyed in 1884

LDSHLDSHI USU BYU LC

201 1885

utah san rafael sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the powell survey edition of dec 1885

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contoursconto contoururst interval 250 feet shows

from 38 N to 39 N and from 110iioilo W to 111 W surveyed in 1884

390 1120

370 380 0 1150

490 410 0 1120

380 390 1100 0
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202 1885

utah sevier desert sheet US geological survey triangu-

lation and topography by the wheeler and powell surveys edition of

dec 1885

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet shows

from 39n to 40n and from 112 W to 113 W surveyed in 1879

reprinted 1897

USU UHS LDSH BYU LC

203 1885

utah tooelethoele valley sheet US geological survey triangula-

tion and topography by the king and wheeler surveys edition of

dec 1885

45 x 34 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contoursconto contoururst interval 250 feet shows

from 40 N to 41 N and from 112 W to 113 W surveyed in 1884

USU UHS LDSH BYU LC

204 1885

utah uintah sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the king and powell surveys edition of dec 1885

45 x 34 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet shows

40 N to 41 N and from 110 W to 111liilil W surveyed in 1877

reprinted in 1897

f

39 an0n 400n 0 0

F f

0 0 0 1130

400 410 0
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uharuhsr LDSHLDSHI BYUBYUF LC

207 1886

utah price river sheet US geological survey triangu-

lation and topography by the powell survey edition of jan 1886

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

shows from 39 N to 40 N and from 110llolio W to 111 W

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet surveyed in 1885

USU UHS LDSHLDSHI BYUBYUI LC

130

USU UHS LDSH BYU LC

205 1886

utah escalante sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the powell survey edition of jan 1886

45 x 36 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contoursconto contoururst interval 250 feet shows

from 37 N to 38 N and from 111liilil W to 112 W surveyed in 1885

reprinted in 1896

USU UHS LDSHLDSHI BYUBYUI LC

206 1886

utah kanabcanab sheet US geological survey triangulation and

topography by the powell survey edition of jan 1886

45 x 36 cm colored 1250000

shows from 37 N to 38 N and from 112 W to 113 W

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet surveyed in

1879 reprinted in 1896

USU UHS

r r

370 380 0

0 380 1120 0

0 400 1100 0

USUF
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208 1886

utah and nevada copyright 1886 by wm M bradley & bro

37 x 57 cm colored 11775000

inset of southern portion of nevada is in the lower left
shows roads railroads and township lines

bradleys atlas of the world philadelphia bradley 1886

page 56

phillips 6227

BYU LC

209 1886

utah engraved for gaskells atlas of the world

31 x 24 cm colored 12280000

colored by counties shows railroads looks like a rand

mcnally map

gaskells new and complete family atlasatiastias of the world

chicago fairbanks & palmer 1886 page 127

phillips 932

LDSH LC

210 1886

utah phillips & hunt 805 broadway L B folger sc cin

29 x 23 cm colored 12375000

nephi is called salt creek the railroad up american fork

canyon is still shown

A W H dupuy atlas new york phillips & hunt 1886

BYU

we



1-123000001-02300000

crams unrivaled atlas of the world chicagoChi Hcagor S

stebbens 1887 page 76

phillips 938

USUasur LC

213 1887

utah rand mcnally & co engrseners chicago

48 x 32 cm colored 11400000

colored by counties shows roads railroads and townships

rand mcnally & companys new indexed atlas of the world

chicagoChi randcagor mcnally 1887 pages 660661660

phillips

661

6237

BYU LC SUSblujbyuj LCI
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211 1887

county and township map of utah and nevada copyright 1887

by wm M bradley & bro

37 x 57 cm colored

colored by counties shows township lines nevada is copy-

righted 1884 inset of southern nevada is in lower left
paged 909190

BYU

91

SUS

212 1887

utah george F cram company chicago 1887

29 x 24 cm colored

BYUF

usur
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214 1887

salt lake city 1887 gast st L & NY entered

1887 by S W darke & co salt lake city

51 x 83 cm

oblique aerial view looking north from over 4thath south between

west temple and main in lower left is a view of fort douglas from

the southwest and an inset of city hall

salt lake city illustrated by sydney W darke is in the

lower right

UU

215 1887

salt lake city utah drawn for the chamber of commerce by

edmund wilkes civil engineer 1887 the denver litho co denver

colo salt lake city lynch & glassman

42 x 57 cm

phillips p772

LC

216 1888

utah randrandy mcnally & co engrseners chicago

48 x 32 cm colored 11425000

colored by counties shows roads railroads and township

lines

randrandy mcnally & co s new indexed atlasatiasahlas of the world

chicago rand mcnallymcnallyyMcNallmcnail 188891888yr pages9 678679678

LDSH

679

indexedatlas
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217 1888

weber county washington jenks

4 sheets 93 x 64 cm 139600

LC

218 1888

provo utah cocop utah feb 1888 sanborn map company

new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from main st to K st and from ath8th st to 6thath st
plus provo mfg co woolen mills and the area around the utah

central railroad depot from I1 st to K st
UUaur LC

219 1888

map of salt lake city and vicinity utah compiled from

official records and actual surveys by browne and brooksBrook feb 20th

1888 new york G W & C B colton & co 1888

125 x 130 cm colored 112672 or 5 inches to 1 mile

colored by wards shows block numbers lot numbers and

important buildings

phillips p772

another issue 60 x 71 cm 125344 or 2hah inches to 1 mile

LDSHLDSHF BYUBYUF SLPSLPF UHSehstuhst LC

220 1889

map of that portion of the department of the platte and

adjacent territory west of the 103rd meridian projected and compiled

cor

1 600goo

uur

so

mag
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at the engineer officeofficer department of the platte by first lieut
hiram M chittenden corps of engrseners USA assisted by augustus

smith topographical assistant USA drawn by augustus smith

topographical assistant USA 1889 published in the office of the

chief of engineers USA

2 sheets 64 x 107 cm 11000000

list of authorities in lower left and right shows utah

colorado wyoming and southeast idaho to 11430 W shows roads

railroads and reservation boundaries

UU

221 1889

utah engraved for standard atlas of the world

30 x 24 cm colored 12300000

shows railroads to frisco wales and up american fork

canyon

the standard atlas and gazetteer of the world chicago

standard publishing 1889 page 161

BYU

222 1889

utah and nevada copyright by wm M bradley & bro

35 x 55 cm colored 11650000

railroads shown completed to frisco scofield american fork

canyon and colorado

bradleys atlas of the world philadelphia W M

bradley & co 1893 pages 555655 56

cm1

1140301
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phillips 980

BYU LC

223 1889

territory of utah compiled from the official records of

the general land office and other sources photo lith & print by

julius bien & co 139 duane st NY compiled and drawn by A F

dinsmore

68 x 52 cm colored 1950400 or 15 miles to 1 inch

shows roads 9 railroads 9 and settlements southeastern utah

filled in except for southern and western san juan county

hargett 790

LDSH BYU USU LC

224 1889

ogden eugene F darling

56 x 91 cm

hebert 925

LC

225 1889

park city summit co utah dec 1889 sanborn map

company new york

13 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from norfolk ave to marsae ave and from crescent

to seventh plus park city sampling mill ontario silver mining

co s no 1 and no 2 hoisting akswks ontario quartz crushing mill

ontario silver mining co s no 3 hoisting works massachusetts

r

j
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mining co empire hoisting wkswlksalks union concentrator anchor mining

co s intermediate shaft compressor house comstock mining co s

tunnel daly mining co s hoisting wksaks anchor mining co s

hoisting wksaks silver king mining co s hoisting works woodside

mining co s hoisting works northland mining co s hoisting works

may flower no 7 mining co s hoisting works alliance mining co s

hanhauerdanhauerHan tunnelhauer crescent mining co s mine alliance mining co s

jones tunnel and apex mining co s mine

UU LC

226 1889

salt lake city salt lake co utah 1889 sanborn map

company new york

63 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from fifth west to sixth east and from first north

to fifth south plus continental oil co s storage depot bee hive

planning mill burton gardner mattress fac lumber yard fence facface

jeremy & co s salt works henry wagners lager beer brewery

A fisher brewing co s breweryBrewer saltyr lake city brewing co s

brewery salt lake soap co s wksaks salt lake chemical works

utah broom co s fac zions commercial mercantile institute tannery

J W summerhays and co s sheep skin tannery the city mill & sheep

skin tannery utah brewery salt lake miller and elevator co salt

lake glass wksaks utah soap mfg co s wkswlksaksalks deseret woolen

mills co queen of the valley roller mill liberty park roller mill

co s flour mill wasatch patent roller mills county infirmary

bedis hot springs holy cross hospital

fac1

cor
mag
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UU LC

227 1889

salt lake city utah compiled from the records and actual

surveys by simon F mackie civil engineer published by W H

whitney december lstistalst 1889 for saltairsultair beach association location

of property 12 miles due west from salt lake city utah parsons &

derge booksellers and stationersStationstationery no 209 south main street

exclusive retail agents for this map entered 1889 by WH

whitney everts and howell engravers philadelphia pa

51 x 86 cm colored 122800

shows blocks lots subdivisions wards townships and

sections two insets shown in upper leftlef the vicinity of salt lake

city and property of the saltairsultair beach association located 12 miles

west of salt lake city colored by subdivisions

phillips p773

another copy does not include the saltairsultair inset

BYUBYUF UU LDSH LC

228 1889

though originally issued separately the maps of geo M

wheelers united states geographical surveys west of the one hun-

dredth meridian are often found bound in the following atlases

published in 1889

geological atlas projected to illustrated geographical

explorations and surveys west of the looth meridian of longitude

prosecuted in inaccordanceaccordance with acts of congress under the authority

of the honorable the secretary of war and the direction of brig

r

t

withacts

br

ers

andsurveys the100th



engiengli heersineersi U S armyarnyarmi embracingembracembrace

results of the different expeditions under the command of 1stist lieut
geo M wheeler corps of engineers julius bien lith

topographical atlas projected totd illustrate united states

geographical surveys west of the looth meridian of longitude prose

cutedbuted in accordance with acts of congress under the authority of the

honorable the secretary of war and the directionDirect ofionibnlon brig gen1genigena A A

humphreys chiefF ofchiefof engineers USU armyS embracingar results of the

different expeditions under the command of 1stist lieut geo M wheeler

corps of engineers julius bienbienyblenbaeny lith
wheat 1250 phillipa 1281

superintendent of documents w8x2g29 and w82t62

229 1889

utah

26 x 19 cm colored 13500000

separate maps of utah and arizona on one sheet colored with

surrounding states outlined

page 44d of a scribner atlas new york 1889

BYU SUS

warfwart
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genlgenibenl A A humphreys chief of engineers US

to22qt aph ical pr0jedateddted

100thmeridian

withacts
gen 11 0
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CHAPTER VII

1890 1899

230 1890

map of lake bonneville a water body of the quaternary

period by G K gilbert assisted by gilbert thompson israel
C russell H A wheeler and albert L webster drawn by gilbert

thompson and J H renshawe US geological survey report on lake

bonneville julius bien & co lith
70 x 45 cm colored 1887040

note the topographic base was compiled from the published

maps of the survey of the fortieth parallel and from the published

and unpublished maps of the survey of the rocky mountain region

and of the US engineer surveys west of the looth meridian together

with the field notes of the survey relief shown by hill shading and

contours

in lake bonneville by grove karl gilbert washington

G P 0 1980 US geological survey monographs vol I1 serial

2776 superintendent of documents 119.9111991
BYU UHS UU USU SLP LC

231 1890

saltairsultair beach 13 miles due west of salt lake city utah

matthew white proprietor surveyed august 1890 by robert gorlinski

140

f romnom

SLPF
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US deputy surveyor & civil and mining engineer salt lake litho
co

31 x 33 cm 16000
shows lots blocks and sections with numbers and streets

with names

LDSH

323 1890

map of the bear river valley and its system of irrigation

from the bear river canal utah territory hudsonkimberlyhudson pubkimberly co

kansas city

52 x 36 cm 1152000

shows railroads roads township and section lines

shows from t6ntan to t13n and from rlwr1welw to r5wraw insets of

1 corrine cihycity or box elder county territory of utah and 2 map

showing bear lake and bear rivers promotional information on the

verso

LDSH

233 1890

perspective map of ogden utah 1890 copyrighted and

published by american publishing co cor south water & ferry atssts

milwaukee wis W W browning & co geni agents for ogden

perspective views

51 x 85 cm colored

oblique aerial view from the west some streets are named

an inset of the mouth of ogden canyon is in the lower left nine

insets of prominent buildings are along the top border



uhseuhsj

hebert 926

UHS LC

234 1890

salt lake county

2 sheets 69 x 150 cm 142000

LC

235 1890

map of salt lake city and environs utah 1890 compiled

by jesse W fox jr city surveyor published by W H whitney

L H everts & co phila 1890

175 x 219 cm 17920 or scale 660 feet to the inch

phillips p773

LC

236 1890

american fork utah co utah sept 1890 sanborn map

company new york

6 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from union to john and from adams to south plus

starr roller mills and american fork city roller mills

UUaur LC

237 1890

bingham canyon salt lake co utah oct 1890 sanborn

map company new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

142

uur
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shows main st plus winamuckWin miningamuck co s hoisting works

bevan mining & milling co s gold mill west mountain mining co s

concentrator bingham mining & milling co s gold mill niagara

mining & smelting co s concentrator south galena mining & milling

co s hoisting works south galena mining co s concentrator lead

mine hoisting works brooklyn mine hoisting works yosemite no 2

hoisting works lead mine co s lead mill yosmiteyosemite no 1 hoisting

works

UU LC

238 1890

brigham city box elder co utah nov 1890 sanborn

map company new york

7 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from fanning st to box elder st and from north st

to tabernacle st plus brigham city woolen mills and brigham city

flouring mill co s box elder mill

UU LC

239 1890

corrine box elder co utah nov 1890 sanborn map

company new york

3 sheets 65 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 8thath st to 2nd st and from washington st to

arizona st plus continental brewery and corinne flour mills

UU LC
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240 1890

eureka juab co utah nov 1890 sanborn map company

new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows about two blocks on either side of main st plus

centennial eureka mining co s hoisting works bullion beck and

california mining co s hoisting works gemini mining co s excelsior

hoisting works eureka hill mining co s hoisting works

UU LC

241 1890

lehi utah co utah sept 1890 sanborn map company

new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 5thath west to 1st east and from 1st north to 1stist
south plus spring creek flouring mill and the area around the utah

central railroad depot

UU LC

242 1890

logan cache co utah nov 1890 sanborn map company

new york

15 sheets 65 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from sixth to first south and from D st to I1 st

plus the area around the utah northern railroad depot on A st and

B st and the agricultural college of utah

UU LCuus
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243 1890

nephi juab co utah sept 1890 sanborn map company

new york

7 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from west to bryan and from wormwood to sutton plus

nephi plaster and mfgmifig co s wksaks nephi mill and mfg co s

water power roller mill and the area around the railroad depot

UU LC

244 1890

ogden weber co utah 1890 sanborn map company

new york

55 sheets 65 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from wall ave to monroe ave and from 20th to 29th

plus ogden milling and elevator co s phoenix roller mills christian

garffs sash door & blind and box facty utah canning co s works

territorial reform school ogden woolen mills jos jackson pressed

brick works hot springs health resort ogden military academy

UU UHS copy corrected to oct 1898 LC

245 1890

payson utah co utah sept 1890 sanborn map company

new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 14th st to 7thath st and from B st to H st

UU LC

meg mag
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246 1890

pleasant grove utah co utah sept 1890 sanborn map

companyCompa new york

4 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 4thath west st to center and from 2nd north st

to 2nd south st plus pleasant grove roller mills and the area

around the railroad depot

UU LC

247 1890

provo utah co utah aug 1890 sanborn map company

new york

21 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from D st to N st and from loth st to 1stist st

plus provo pottery excelsior roller mills and utah territorial
insane asylum

UU LC

248 1890

spanish fork utah co utah sept 1890 sanborn map

company new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from first west to first east and from fifth north

to fourth south plus C R larsons mach shop and foundaryboundaryFoun

gem

dary

roller mills spanish fork coop institution

UU LC

nyl
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249 1890

springvilleSpring utahville co utah sept 1890 sanborn map

companyCompan new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from potter to haymondraymond and from north to below south

plus springvilleSpring woolenville mills

UU LC

250 1890

railroad and county map of utah geo F cram engraver

and publisher chicago

55 x 39 cm colored 11300000

shows gargan field county but not grand county railroads are

shown completed to frisco ephriam colorado and mud creek winter

quarters

pages 232 233 of a cram atlas richard fitch dates it 1890

SUS

251 1891

utah

34 x 26 cm colored 11800000

shows grand county and railroads completed to marysvillemarksvilleMarys

from

ville

ft douglas to red butte and wagner and south from milford into

nevada

unrivaled atlas of the world kansas city geo F cram

1891 page 95 another copy is page 229 of L T palmers standard

atlas with idaho on the verso

UU BYU LC

garfield

yr
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252 1891

the D W ellis map of ogden city utah ty 1891

compiled from records city engineers office county records and

surveys etc scale 500 ft 1 inch drawn and compiled by D W

ellis C E cactus printing co pueblo colo

65 x 43 cm colored 120000

colored by subdivisions shows wards township and section

lines streets are named blocks and lots are numbered

LDSH

253 1891

map of utah copyright 1891 by the matthewsnorthrupmatthews conorthrup

complete engraving works buffalo and new york

30 x 24 cm colored 12027520 or 32 miles to the inch

colored by counties county boundaries are current shows

railroads and township lines

the library atlas of modern geography new york appleton

189218921 page 99

phillips 969

SLP BYU LC

254 1891

utah st george sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the powell survey edition of july 1890

45 x 36 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contours contour interval 250 feet shows

from 37 N to 38 N and from 113 W to 114 W surveyed in 1885

BYUO

370 380 1130 1140
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reprinted 1895

USUUSD UHSI1 BYU LDSH LC

255 1891

salt lake city 1891 by H wellgesellge published by american pub

co milwaukee

61 x 112 cm colored

oblique aerial view from the south southeast built up area

ends at ninth south compliments of the midland investment co index

to 59 major sites nine insets of gar field beach american national

bank progress building hotel ontario temple grounds wasatch building

and midland investment companys three plats or additions

hebert 930

BYUbaur LC

256 1892

utah3utahs atlas of the world rand mcnally & co s family

atlas map of utah copyright 1892 by rand mcnally & co

31 x 23 cm colored 12400000

colored by counties shows railroads to salina scofield

and frisco

rand mcnally & co s universal atlasatias of the world

chicago rand mcnally 1894 page 76

LDSH

257 1892

rand mcnally & co s utah rand mcnally & co engrseners

chicago rand mcnally & co s business atlas map of utah 1888

garfield

byur

utah Is

uhivetsalatlas
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randrandy mcnally & co map publishers and engravers chicago

1892

47 x 32 cm coloredcolore 11400000

colored by counties county boundaries as of 1890 wayne

county is not shown shows roads township lines and railroads

completed to frisco maryvillemarkvilleMar twoyville lines to tinticgintic and a projected

line from milford to nevada

copies variously paged 286 292 295 324

LDSH SLP BYU SUS

258 1892

utah

34 x 26 cm colored 11800000

indexes to other plates listed down both sides shows

township lines

from various cram atlaseslasesat paged 238 268 269

BYU

259 1892

ephraim sanpete co utah sept 1892 sanborn map

company new york

2 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from main st to A east and from 2nd north st to

2nd south st plus climax roller mills

UU LC

292f

1

dr
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260 1892

manti sanpete co utah sept 1892 sanborn map

company new york

6 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 3rd west to 1stist east and from 4thath north to 4thath

south plus manti roller mills

UU LC

261 1892

mount pleasant sanpete co utah aug 1892 sanborn map

company new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 5thath west to 2nd east and from 1stist north to 3rd

south plus mount pleasant mill company

UU LC

262 1893

utah hunt & eaton new york L B folger sr cin

29 x 23 cm colored 12400000

colored by counties boundaries current to 1890

railroads to frisco stockton manti tinticgintic and scofield

the colombian atlas of the world we live in new york

hunt & eaton 1893

phillips 981

UHS LC
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263 1893

indexed atlas of the world utah rand mcnally & co s

new business atlas map of utah copyright 1893 by rand mcnally &

co

48 x 32 cm colored 11457000

colored by counties with boundaries current shows

railroads to frisco marysvillemarksvilleMarys andville mud creek clear creek

rand mcnally & co s indexed atlas of the world chicago

rand mcnally page 431

SLP

264 1893

territory of utah 1893 compiled from the official

records of the general land office and other sources under super-

vision of harry king C E photo lith & print by forbes co

boston & N Y compiled and drawn by RH morton lettered by M

hendges

92 x 72 cm colored 176032017601320

shows township section lines roads and railroads

including a spur to new wales winter quarters relief shown by

hill shading

hargett 791 phillips p949 phillips 11047

LDSH BYU UU GSL SLP UHS LC

265 1893

utah

30 x 23 cm 12300000
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grand county is not shown looks like a cram or a randrandy

mcnally map page 89 of a gaskill atlas chicago 1893

BYU

266 1893

utah col abajo sheet U S geological survey henry

gannet chief geographer A H thompson geographer in charge

triangulation by A P davis topography by the U S geological and

hayden surveys edition of june 1893

45 x 36 cm colored 1250000

relief shown by contoursconto contoururst interval 250 feet shows

from 37 N to 38 N and from 109log W to 110llo W surveyed in 1884

LDSHLDSHI UHS BYU USU LC

267 1893

map of american fork city utah county utah compiled from

surveys to J fewson smith jr 1893

36 x 45 cm 17200 or 600 ft to 1 inch

original drawing was at the scale of 200 feet to 1 inch

notes and certificate on left margin signed by J fewson smith jr

accepted as the official map of the city july 1893 by

chipman mayor george F shelley city recorder lots are numbered

BYU

268 1893

map of salt lake city showing business portion and more

important residential district this map shows the most important

lines of the salt lake city railroad company published by E H

370n 380 1090w 1100w

BYUI asurusur

off icialacial
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rollins & sons bankers no 33 wall street new york city by permis-

sion of messrs browne & brooks of salt lake city utah korff

bros & co 161 washington st N Y

25 x 40 cm colored scale not given

based on the 1888 browne & brooks plat shows blocks lots

with wards numbered important buildings named constructed lines in

red proposed lines in yellow investment information on verso

LDSH

269 1894

rand mcnally & co s utah rand mcnally & co s new

business atlas map of utah copyright 1893 by rand mcnally & co

map publishers and engravers chicago 1894

48 x 32 cm colored 11457280 or 23 miles to 1 inch

colored by counties carbon county is not shown antimony

is called coyotocomotoCoyoto

phillips p949

BYU LC

270 1894

kaysvillewaysvilleKays davisville co utah july 1894 sanborn map

company new york

1 sheet 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from ath6th st to 8thath st and from cherry to locustlocusts

plus kaysvillewaysvilleKays millville & elevator co

UU
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271 1895

relief map of utah 1895 drawn by mosiah hall

assisted by charles wright location of minerals carefully

corrected by don maguire copyright 1895 by mosiah hall

published by pierce & mcmillen salt lake city salt lake litho

graphing co

126 x 96 cm colored 1475200 or 7 miles to the inch

relief drawn in a hachure style of continuous horizontal

views names of mineral resources overprinted in red

phillips p949

USU BYU LC

272 1895

rand mcnally & co s utah rand mcnally & co s new

business atlas of utah copyright 1893 by rand mcnally & co

rand mcnally & co map publishers and engravers chicago 1895

48 x 32 cm colored 11450000

colored by counties shows carbon county county lines

state lines and list of railroads overprinted in red

phillips 1001

LDSH LC

273 1895

eutahncutaheutah3dutah atlas of the world rand mcnally & co s new

11 x 14 map of utah copyright 1895 by rand mcnally & co

31 x 23 cm colored 12000000

colored by counties list of cities down both sides

7h

USUF byurbaur
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s

ah
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randrandy mcnally & co s unrivaled atlas of the world

chicago rand mcnally 1900 page 64

another copy is page cv in standard atlas of the world

new york funk & wagnallsWag 1896nalls

phillips 1008

another copy titled map of the state of utah 1896

printed above a calendar with list of towns with population down both

sides and population of precincts by county on the verso

WCL LDSHLDSHI UHS LC

274 1896

rand mcnally & co s utah rand mcnally & co s new

business atlas map of utah copyright 1895 by rand mcnally & co

rand mcnally & co map publishers and engravers 1896

48 x 32 cm colored 11450000

county lines state lines and a list of railroads ove-

rprinted in red list of towns down left side

LDSH

275 1896

utah fish lake sheet US geological survey triangulation

and topography by the powell survey edition of july 1896

45 x 35 cm colored 1250000

shows from 38 N to 39 N and from 110 W to 112 W

relief shown by contoursconto contourursy interval 250 feet surveyed in

1885 reprinted jan 1899

LDSHLDSHI USUusuf BYU LC

wclr

380 390 0 1120
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276 1896

mount pleasant sanpete co utah aug 1896 sanborn

map company new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 1st to 8thath and from E to I1 streets plus mount

pleasant roller mill co

UU LC

277 1897

the century atlas nevada and utah copyright 1897 by the

century co new york the matthewsnorthrupmatthews conorthrup buffalo N Y

37 x 27 cm colored 12979920 or scale 47 english

statute miles to one inch

shows township lines railroad and post routes relief
shown by hachureschuresmachuresha and by contour lines at 1000 foot intervals inset

of salt lake area from pleasant grove to north ogden in lower left
scale11scale 16 miles to one inch 11013760

the century atlas of the worldworide new york century 1897

no 54

phillips 1020

WCL UHS LDSHLDSHI BYUbyurbaur LC

278 1897

post route map of the state of utah showing post offices

with intermediate distances on mail routes in operation on the 1st

of december 1897 published by order of the postmaster general james

A grey under the direction of A von haake topographer P 0

dept washington 1897

cor

WCLF

11
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103 x 74 cm

shows post offices mail routes and frequency of delivery

phillips p950

LC

279 1897

utah tinticgintic mining district US geological survey

R U goode geographer in charge triangulation by S S gannett

topography by W T griswold and R B marshall

77 x 45 cm colored 19600

relief shown by contours 20 foot interval shows from

3954 N to 3908 N and from luo W to lo10 W

major mines named

another edition overprinted to show economic geology sheet

with three profiles another edition revised by R B marshall

aug 1898 topographic and geologic editions published in geologicgeologigeology

atlas of the united states tintictintigintic special folio utah US

geological survey folio 65 1900

USU UU BYU LC

280 1898

froiseths new sectional & mineral map of utah compiled

from the latest US government surveys and other authentic sources

exhibiting the sections townships ranges counties cities towns

settlements mining districts and other internal improvements

designed for use in schools colleges libraries and business

houses published under the patronage of the state legislature by

390541 39008 11200530 11200830

c specialfolior
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B A M froiseth C E salt lake city 1898 drawn & printed by

W B walkup & co map publishers san francisco cal

164 x 124 cm 1380160 or 6 miles to 1 inch

along the upper margin are seven photos of schools and

colleges diagrams show judicial districts US survey system and

a list of mining districts
UU BYU

281 1898

post route map of the state of utah showing post offices

with intermediate distances on mail routes in operation on the 1st

of december 1898 published by order of postmaster general charles

emory smith under the direction of A von haakehaaker topographer P 0

dept washington 1898

104 x 74 cm

shows post offices and mail routes with frequency of delivery

phillips p950

LC

282 1898

utah

34 x 26 cm colored 11800000111800000

colored by counties with current boundaries

page 87 of a cram atlas
BYU
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283 1898

bingham west mountain mining district salt lake county

utah compiled for the bingham bulletin from official records in the

office of US surveyor general under the direction of signed

J fewson smith lithographed by the utah lithographing company

salt lake city

77 x 62 cm 114400 or 1200 feet to 1 inch

shows mining claims and railroads

LDSH SLP

284 1898

utah tinticgintic special sheet US geological survey

edition of july 1898 R U goode geographer in charge

triangulation by S S gannett topography by R B marshall

surveyed in 1897

45 x 35 cm colored 162500

relief shown by contours at 50 foot intervals shows from

3945 N to 40 N and from 111551 W to IIOW
historical geology sheet and structure section sheet

published with topographic edition in geologic atlas of the united

states tinticgintic special folio utah US geological survey folio

65 1900

LDSH UHS USU BYU UU LC

285 1898

map of salt lake city and vicinity compiled and drawn for

the midland investment co real estate loans and investments 177

main street salt lake city utah

ldshr

390451 400 1110551

UUF
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71 x 46 cm 1325000

insets of map of intermountain region and map of western

US railroads description on verso

BYU

286 1898

bingham canyon salt lake co utah july 1898 sanborn

map companyCompa new york

5 sheets 64 x 54 cm colorecolored 1600

shows main st and carrs fork plus north last chance

mg co s concentrator dalton and lark gold silver and lead

mill and mining co s plant lead mine hoisting works brooklyn mine

hoisting works yosemite no 2 hoisting works highland boy gold

mining co yosemite no 1 hoisting works old jordan and galena

mining co nigara silver mgmfgmag co s concentrator south galena M

and M co bevan M and M co s gold mill

UU LC

287 1898

corinne box elder co utah may 1898 sanborn map

company new york

3 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from ath8th st to 2nd st and from washington st to

arizona st plus corinne roller mills

UU LC

nyl

dr
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288 1898

ephraim san pete co utah aug 1898 sanborn map

companyCompan new york

2 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from main st to A east and from 2nd north st to

2nd south st plus climax roller mills

UU LC

289 1898

eureka juab co utah aug 1898 sanborn map company

new york

6 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows two or three blocks on either side of main st

plus centennial eureka mining co bullion beck & champion mining

co s hoist eureka hill mining co hoisting works eureka hill
mining co s mill bullion beck & champion mining co s mill

UU LC

290 1898

lehi utah co r utah july 1898 sanborn map company new

york

7 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from 5thath west to 2nd east and from the oregon short

line railroad to 2nd south plus utah sugar companys plant

UU LC

yr
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291 1898

mammoth juab co utah sept 1898 sanborn map company

new york

3 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows both mammoth hollow and robinson

UU LC

292 1898

mercur tooelethoele co utah aug 1898 sanborn map company

new york

6 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

includes manning sunshine and west dip shows two or

three blocks on either side of main and geyser plus geysermariongeyser

mining

marion

co s geyser mill delamar mercur mines co golden gate mill

chloride point con mining co boston & mercur gold mining co s

la cigale mill mercur gold mining & milling co s mattie hoist

sacramento gold mining & milling co northern light mining & milling

co overland gold mining & milling co sunshine gold mining &

milling co daisy mining co mercur gold mining & milling co s

mill

UU LC

293 1898

salt lake city salt lake co utah 1898 sanborn map

company new york

187 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600
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includes murray sandy garfield beach taylorsvilleTaylors andville

saltairsultairSal plustair many insets of commercial and industrial establishments

outside the builtupbuilt areaup

UU LC

294 1898

springvilleSpring utahville co utah july 1898 sanborn map

company new york

7 sheets 64 x 54 cm colored 1600

shows from ath5th to loth and from adams to below grant plus

the public school and elders hall springvilleSpring millingville co spring

ville woolen mills

UU LC

295 1899

utah bradley & poates

13 x 9 cm 15700000
no county lines

published by the bradstreet co r NY

BYU

296 1899

prospectors map of utah poole bro engravers chicago

mining districts numbered and listed on the left logo of

the rio grande western railroad in the upper right list of agents

along the lower left and bottom shows roads and railroads existing

and projected
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issued with historyhistorbistor of utahs great miningininqining districts by

don maguire 1899 another copy is included in a brochure titled
the prospectors map of utah showing all mining districts of record

with an outline sketch of those which have achieved renown while

others give promise of bustling life during the season of 1897 utah

mining series no 3

LDSH UU

297 1899

poste route map of the state of utah showing post offices

with the intermediate distances on mail routes in operation on the

1stist of march 1899 published by order of postmaster general charles

emory smith under the direction of A von haake topographer PO

dept

104 x 74 cm

shows counties post off ices roads railroads distances

between towns and frequency of delivery

phillips p950

GSL SLP BYU LC

298 1899

soil map salt lake sheet US dept of agriculture

division of soils utah agricultural experiment station

surveyed by frank A gardner and john stewart 1899 edition of 1899

lith by A hoen & co baltimore md scale 1 inch 1 mile H

doc 399561

76 x 43 cm colored 163360

My 1

LDSHI

offices

j r
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shows soil classes by color for the area on the west side of

the jordan river from bluffdaledaie to its mouth shows railroads canals

township and section lines and city street grids

other editions colored to show underground water and

alkalaialkalajal

published

kalai

with US dept of agriculture report no 64

field operations of the division of soils washington G P 00.

1900 superintendent of documents A265899
BYU LDSH USU UU LC

299 1899

bingham west mountain mining district U compiled and

drawn by charles mostyn owen

48 x 39 cm 116920

shows and names mining claims roads railroads and some

buildings seal of rio grande western railway in the upper left
accompanies outline history of utahs great mining districts

by don maguire

UU UHS

300 1899

mercur map of camp floyd mining district and west dip

utah compiled and drawn by charles mostyn owen

58 x 74 cm 121600

shows sections mining claims railroads townsitestown millssites

and the rio grande western railway logo

UU UHS
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301 1899

mercur utahs johannesburg compiled from official

records and other sources published by W M wantland salt lake

city utah march 15 1899

87 x 56 cm 123470

shows sections mining claims railroads includes eleven

photos and advertisements from union pacific railroad and salt lake

stock and mining exchange lists mining stocks dividend paying

mines promising dividend payers and meritorious prospects

LDSHLDSHI UHS

302 1899

tinticgintic mining district utah compiled and drawn by charles

mostyn owen CE salt lake city U mar 1899

32 x 65 cm

oriented with east at the top and rio grande western railway

logo on the right shows city blocks railroads and mining claims

UU BYU

303 1899

map of fish lake forest reserve situatedinsitua seviertedin plute

and wayne countiesCountiecountiesscountless utah as created by proclamation of february loth

1899 US surveyor generals officeofficer salt lake city utah may

15th 1899 signed jacob B blair US surveyor general

39 x 23 cm 1126720 or scale 2 miles to one inch

shows sectionssection roads and cabins

BYU
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st
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cartcantcartobibliographyobibliography attempts to identify all maps of utah printed before
1900 entries give the distinguishing features peculiarities in
accuraciesraccuracies and a general description as well as the maps provenance
and citations in other lists and bibliographies

the maps are listed chronologically and include all maps
located in research collections in utah and in the catalogs of the
library of congress and the bancroft library although the first
entry is dated 17771777r the first map of utah made from actual observa-
tion earlier maps are discussed as they relate to explorers and
cartographers perceptions of the area this cartobibliography
augments and carries forward the work of carl I1 wheaty
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